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ABSTRACT

William Joseph Astore

American Catholic Responses to Evolutionary
Theories, 1845-75

Historians have often focused exclusively on Orestes Augustus

Brownson, the leading Catholic journalist in America from 1845-75,

and portrayed his strident anti-evolutionary rhetoric as

exemplifying the religiously-motivated extremism of American

Catholic responses to evolution. However, American Catholic

responses to evolutionary theories-from 1845-7t reflected a

distinctly American context. Brownson's opposition to evolution

was motivated more by his political philosophy than by religious

concerns. He abhorred individualism and the idea (which assumed

added significance during the Civil War) that governments were

self-developing or mutable, and his rejection of evolutionary

theories was an extension of this sentiment. The abrupt dismissal

of evolution by Clarence Augustus Walworth also reflected an

American context. Walworth, a noted Catholic priest and amateur

geologist, theorized that saltations, caused by sone unspecified

internal force or forces, occurred within species, but that

species themselves always remained intact. Walworth formed his

views on the variability and underlying stability of species in

response to debates in ethnology. Polygenist theories in

ethnology, in the contexts of ongoing struggles over slavery in

America and of the threat they posed to the Catholic dogma of

original sin, were simply more relevant to Walworth and other



American Catholics than debates surrounding Charles Darwin's

Oriqin of Species.

Intellectual and social constraints also limited the extent

of American Catholic responses to evolution. ierican Catholics

were generally illiterate in science, and those few who were

literate were predominantly converts from Protestantism such as

Walworth. An overworked clergy preoccupied with parish duties and

a laity composed mostly of ill-educated immigrants also

constituted a poor audience for science. In addition, Catholics

relied on the authority of the Church Fathers and the Church

itself to uphold their faith instead of pursuing science as an

adjunct to faith as Protestants were wont to do. -Conservative

Catholics such as Brownson also exploited the anti-Catholic

rhetoric of scientists such as John William Draper to stifle

discourse between the Church and scientists and to strengthen

their hold on the Church. ., , -
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Introduction

This thesis details the diversity of American Catholic
1

reactions to evolutionary theories from 1845-75. While the

reactions of ?nerican Protestants to evolution have been
2

scrutinized at length by historians, reactions of American
3

Catholics have been neglected. Admittedly, in contrast to English

Catholics, who wrote lengthy reviews of evolutionary theories

which included Jesuit biologist St. George Jackson Mivart's

substantial contributions to the scientific debate on evolution,

American Catholics wrote little on evolution and produced no

cormentator of Mivart's stature and influence. One could make a

case, then, that responses by Arerican Catholics to evolution have

been neglected because 'hey were insignificant.

One would be wrong to do so, however. While recognizing that

American Catholic responses represented overall a muted reaction

to evolutionary theories, which did not influence the course of

scientific debates on evolution, nevertheless there were

insightful and significant responses within the Catholic

commnity, which this thesis explicates.

I have divided this thesis into seven sections. The first

section suzmarizes two Catholic critiques made in the 1830s and

1840s of evolutionary theories, one of Lamarckism, the other of

Robert Chambers's development theory. This summry reveals the

delicate distinctions Catholics had to make in denying evolution

while simultaneously permitting organisms to vary widely. These

large intraspecific variations, needed by Catholics to account for



2

the origins of the races of man while maintaining the

consanguinity of the species, were explained by adopting same

tenets of evolutionary theories. In addition, this summary

suggests that Catholic concerns about polygenist theories in

ethnology overshadowed concerns about evolution and largely

determined Catholic views on development in nature.

The second section outlines the intellectual and social

composition of the American Catholic community. The laity was

composed predominantly of recent immigrants from Ireland and

Germny, guided by an overworked clergy preoccupied with parish

and other duties. Few Catholic intellectuals had a solid

education in the sciences, only a handful of American scientists

were Catholic, and American Catholic university education was

nonexistent. In general, American Catholics possessed low levels

of scientific literacy, and those who were literate in the

sciences were, almost without exception, converts from

Protestantism and associated in some way with the Paulists. These

social and intellectual constraints seriously limited the extent

of American Catholic responses to evolution.

The third, fourth. and fifth sections form the main body of

my thesis. They discuss the views of the two leading Anerican

Catholic ccmnentators on evolution and science in the 1860s.

Charles Darwin (1809-82) reopened the debate on evolution in 1859

with the publication of the Origin of Species. Briefly, Darwin

theorized that in the struggle of life, the varieties within

species which were best suited to their habitat and circumtances
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would prevail over their less well-adapted competitors. Over many

generations, selective pressure acting in one direction might

create a new species. Darwin termed this process "natural

selection" and bolstered his theory with a mass of supporting

evidence.

Clarence Augustus Walworth (1820-1900) was the sole American

Catholic mediator between Catholic teachings about Genesis and the

latest theories of science. He was a well born, highly educated

lawyer who converted to Catholicism in 1845 in the midst of the

Oxford movement. As a missionary priest, he befriended John Henry

Newman and came to lead an elite band of Redenptorists on missions

in America during the 1850s. Well read in the sciences, Walworth

wrote The Gentle Skeptic (1863), the first Catholic book written

in English since 1836 that attenipted to reconcile science with

religion. His main goal in this book was to convince Catholics

that science was a sacred pursuit, a way to give praise to God.

With respect to evolution, Walworth, like Mivart, spoke of

saltations and internal forces, but he restricted variation to

intraspecific limits defined by God. He dismissed Darwinism as

fatally flawed, supporting his dismissal by citing Charles Lyell

and Louis Agassiz, two of the best known and most respected

scientific names in America.

Walworth, however, was far more concerned about the age of

the earth, the extent of the Noachian deluge, and the unity of the

humnan species than with evolution. He responded to these older

controversies in geology partly because geology was his area of
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expertise, but also because these controversies were still

relevant to Catholics. Debates in ethnology were especially

pertinent to American Catholics, due to the ongoing political

struggles over slavery in America and due to their implications

for the Catholic dogns of original sin and redemption. Walworth

based his rejection of evolution on Scripture and geology, while

he formed his views on development in nature mainly to refute

polygenists' theories. It was not that Darwin's theory and

debates over evolution were irrelevant to Walworth, but in an

American context they seemed to be less relevant than debates in

ethnology and geology.

Orestes Augustus Brownson (1803-76) was the best known and

most outspoken American Catholic ccmmentator on Darwinism and

evolution from 1863-75. Brownson had gained a reputation for

erudition and boldness during the 1830s in a Boston intellectual

circle which included Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau,

with his writings in favor of radical socialism being particularly

noteworthy and explosive. After the Whigs won the presidential

election in 1840, Brownson reassessed his political philosophy,

and by 1843 he advocated conservatism. His political conversion

led him to the Catholic church, and his conversion to Catholicism

in 1844 was widely applauded by American Catholics. Bringing his

Brownson's Ouarterly Review with him, Brownson quickly became the

most influential American Catholic writer on politics, theology,

and metaphysics. Brownson has been described by previous

historians as being unmcumproidsingly critical of science in
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general, and evolution in particular, with his most strident

statements interpreted as exemplifying American Catholic thought
4

on evolution and science. But while Brownson was inflexible in

his criticism of evolution, he was a friend of science in the

early 1860s. Furthermore, Brownson's steadfast opposition to

evolution was motivated not just by his religious concerns but by

his political philosophy, in which society was viewed as an

organic body of cooperating individuals with government serving as

a providential arrangement between the State and society.

Evolutionary theories, and Darwinism in particular, threatened his

politics because they emphasized progress through struggle between

individuals and implied that the State was a self-developing

entity and not an organism contingent on God. It was Brownson's

abhorrence of individualism that underpinned his political views

and his unswerving opposition to evolutionary theories.

The sixth section examines American Catholic writings on

evolution and science fron 1865-70. Brownson remained a

vociferous critic of evolution during this period, and in

conforming to the Pope's reactionary condemation of liberalism in

the Syllabus of Errors (1864) Brownson also became a vitriolic

critic of science. Other American Catholics writing at this time

shared Brownson's view that many scientific theories, including

evolution, were manifestations of the pervasiveness of secularism

and materialism in American life. The Church was also alarmed

about the deleterious effects of evolutionary theories on Church

authority. Briefly, the Catholic church based the authority of
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its priests and its claim that it was the one true Church of

Christ on the dogma of Apostolic succession: the unbroken,

unchanging transmission of priestly authority from Christ's

original commission of the Apostles to present-day priests.

However, evolution disturbingly posited variations in the

inheritance process in nature, which when summed over generations

resulted in complete breaks, that is new species, inplying that

perhaps breaks could also have occurred over time in the

inheritance of Apostolic authority within the Church.

Finally, the seventh section explores American Catholic

reactions to evolution in the context of Mivart's evolutionary

theory and the anti-Catholic polerics of scientists such as Thomas

Henry Huxley and John William Draper. American Catholics were

advised in May 1873 for the first time that they could accept same

tenets of Darwinism or other evolutionary theories, but this

compromise position was quickly overridden and remained an anamaly

through 1875. Meanwhile, polenics written by leading scientists

stressing Catholic culpability for prior clashes between religion

and science strengthened Catholic opposition to evolution. A

complex network of motivations underlay the discordant rhetoric,

for in their vehement criticisms of each other, Catholics such as

Brownson and scientists such as Huxley provoked impudent

responses, which they then used to confirm the cogency of their

criticisms. For conservative Catholics the rhetoric of conflict

further justified their hardline position against science and

weakened scientists' claims to objectivity and evenhandedness.
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American Catholics were told that evolutionists were their

inplacable foes, a tactic that tightened the cohesiveness of the

Church against unsettling evolutionary theories.
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Lamarck, Chambers, and Catholic Responses, 1835-59

Before Darwin published the Oriqin of Species in 1859,

Catholics had encountered and rejected the evolutionary theories

of Jean Baptiste de Lamarck (1744-1829) and Robert Chambers (1802-
1

71). Prior to the 1830s, the Catholic church had shown scant

interest in pursuing any reconciliation between modern science and
2

religion. The first inportant church figure to demnirstrate such

an interest was Nicholas Patrick Wiseman (1802-65). Wiseman's

Twelve Lectures an the Connection between Science & Revealed
3

Religion were published in London in 1836. These lectures

addressed various points of potential controversy between science

and religion, including geology and Genesis, philology, the extent

of the Noachian deluge, and the consanguinity and unity of the

human species. It was with respect to this last topic that

Wiseman, in his groundbreaking study, rejected Lamarckism.

Lamarck's evolutionary theory was fundamentally different
4

from the one Darwin would advance in 1859. Lamarck had proposed

in his Philosophie zoologique in 1809 not Darwin's idea that all

species had evolved from a common ancestor or ancestors, but that

each species had progressed by a separate act of spontaneous

generation. He asserted that the general trend of this progress

was upwards, but it was not strictly linear since envircrmntal

changes had often intervened and thwarted the tendency to linear

progress by creating new needs in species. Lamarck believed that

species could respond to these new needs and adapt to their

changed enviromnm t, and that these adaptations were then passed
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on by generation. This somewhat notorious doctrine of the

inheritability of acquired characters would becume synonymus with

Lamarckism, but it was only one aspect of the theory. Lamarck's

ideas that species were inexact, nun-made categories and that

individuals were mutable were condemned by Georges Cuvier (1769-

1832), then the most powerful naturalist in France. Cuvier, who

held that species were unchangeable, real units, was instrumental

in invalidating both Lamarckism and, in 1830, Geoffroy Saint-

Hilaire's alternative evolutionary theory, and subsequently these

and similar evolutionary theories fell into disfavor within the
5

scientific ccmmumity.

Wisertan broached Lamarckism in his mare general discussion of

nan's origins. In this context, Wiseman thought Lamarckism was

"degrading" since it endeavored to show "how nun's bodily

organization sprung fromi a casual though natural modification of

the ape" and also "that the spiritual prerogatives of the humn
6

mind are but the extension of the faculties enjoyed by brutes ....."

Wiseman proceeded to make short work of Lamarckism, remarking that

"the experience of thousands of years" disproved it, since in all

that tim no one had ever witnessed any developments of the type

posited by Lamarckism. American Catholics frequently cited

Wisenan's argument against Lamrckism to refute Darwinism and

other evolutionary theories in the 1860s. Wiseman further cited

the "very full confutation" of Lanarckism in Lyell's Principles of

Geolocy (1830-33) in case Catholics might want to read another
7

treatise that exposed the errors of Lamarckism.
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Wiseman then proposed his own theory to explain variation,

his goal being to refute polygenists and their idea that the races

of non were not varieties but distinct species. As Catholics such

as Wiseman confronted polygenism, they were forced to explain how

the races of man had originated fron the original primal pair. In

doing so, they sometimes advanced theories that bore a

considerable resemblance to evolutionary theories. For example,

Wiseman suggested that there existed a "perpetual tendency" or "a

striving" in nature that caused accidental varieties to arise in

the human species, and that these varieties were often

perpetuated, especially under favorable circumstances such as
8

isolation. Wisern's espousal of accidental (or spontaneous)

varieties and his anthroparphized conception of nature striving

were nearly Lamarckian, while the salient role he gave to the

direct influence of the envirozmut on preserving new varieties

echoed the ideas of Georges Louis Leclerc Buffon (1707-88).

However, Wiseman was not an evolutionist, since he believed that

species always maintained their underlying stability even while
9

they varied.

Still, the similarities between Wisemun's theory of variation

and prior evolutionary theories are meaningful. As Catholics were

forced to confront the highly charged issue of the unity of the

human species, they tended to propose near-evolutionary theories

to account for the origin and preservation of the races of nan.

We will see further evidence of this tendency in 1863 in Clarence

Walworth's writings against polygenism.
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Another notorious pre-Darwinian evolutionary theory was

contained in Robert Chambers's Vestiges of the Natural History of
10

Creation (1844). Chambers, an Edinburgh publisher and writer, was

a dilettante of science. His Vestiges, which he published

anonymusly, was an ambitious attenpt to explain the origin and

history of the universe. In it Chambers held that the organic

world was ruled by a law of Development. When he came to specify

how species could develop or change, though, Chambers was reduced

to positing certain "inpulses" which over several generations

would '"odify organic structures in accordance with externa:
11

circumstances." Despite this decidedly vague notion of an

evolutionary mechanism, and despite the presence of obvious

scientific blunders in it, Vestiges captured a large audience

thrilled more by the audacity of its claim than by its accuracy

or rigor. Conservative scientists such as Adam Sedgwick were

apoplectic with rage; Sedgwick wanted Vestiges "pulverized" since

it essentially proclaimred, among other calumnies, that "religion
12

is a lie" and that "an and woman are only better beasts!".

Perhaps because the scientific response to Vestiges in

England was so overwhelmingly negative, no notice of Vestiges was
13

taken in the English Catholic press. One also has to search long

in the American Catholic press for a response, but by May 1847 one

is rewarded by a twenty-nine page refutation of Vestiges and its
14

Sequel which appeared in The United States Catholic Mgin. The

tone of this review was sharply condemnatory. Vestiges was

"essentially atheistical ," the anonymous reviewer declared, and
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its author was an impious, sacrilegious writer who sought to

depose God from His sovereignty and to rob man of his glorious

distinction of being made in God's image. The bulk of the review

was concerned with Chambers's development hypothesis, which the

reviewer oversimplified and misrepresented as a theory that

"place[d] man on a level with cats and toads" and made the goose
15

the mother of the humn species. Such ill-informed caricatures

would also be drawn of evolutionary theories by American Catholics

in the 1860s, although Catholics would hardly be unique in this

respect.

After this opening censure of Vestiges, the reviewer settled

down to a more sophisticated analysis of Chambers's development

hypothesis. The reviewer would not stoop to recognize the

hypothesis on its own merits; rather, he would only examine it
16

"for its connection with geology.... " The reviewer then proceeded

to demolish the analogies upon which Chambers had supported his

development thesis. For one thing, the reviewer observed, the

geological record did not supply evidence that the earth had

developed slowly over countless thousands of years, as Chambers

claimed; in fact, it tended to confirm Biblical chronology and the

traditional age of the earth (about six thousand years) since all

the strata were seemingly deposited at the same time, or nearly

so. Also, the reviewer declared Chanbers's analogy from

embryology invalid, observing that even if the embryos of higher

animls pass through lower stages of life as they develop, there

was no possibility here for now progress or change since the
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erbryos never exceeded their original capacity for developmint.

Furthermore, the reviewer asserted that fossils representing at

least three, and probably all four, of Cuvier's four great

archetypes or divisions of the animal kingdm were present in the

oldest stratum. Where, then, the reviewer asked, was Chambers's

evidence for development in nature?

The reviewer did not restrict his refutation to VestiQes. He

also denounced the more scientifically respectable geological

theories of the day: catastrophism and the day-age theory of

creation (the idea that the six days of creation in Genesis were

actually six long geological epochs). Perhaps these theories were

not physically absurd, the reviewer admitted, but they were

nevertheless historically untenable or at least improbable, and

regardless of their probability they were merely hypotheses not
17

warranted by the facts. In short, the reviewer insisted that

geologists had found nothing to controvert traditional Biblical

chronology, and advised them to stick to amassing more facts

before they dared to canpare their speculations to the irrefutable

evidence supplied to Catholics by the Church and the Bible.

This canplete renunciation of theoretical geology was not an

atypical American Catholic response. The Unite States Catholic

Magazine had previously run two articles in 1845 and 1846 by a

"practical geologist" who had, according to the editors of the

magazine, "cacpletely demlishe~d] the fanciful theories of his
18

ccnpeers by the rigid application of syllogism." Not all

Catholics supported such a literal interpretation of Genesis,
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however. Wiseman had suggested in his Lectures that there was a

deliberate pause in the creation account between when God had

created the heavens and the earth and when He created light, and

that this pause defined an indefinite period of time in which the
19

changes observed by geologists took place. The Philadelphia

Catholic Herald cited this argument as it chastised the "practical

geologist," observing that his literal interpretation oZ Genesis

was just as questionable, since a "day" is defined by the rising

and setting of the sun, which God had not even set in the

firmament until the fourth day of Genesis. Moreover, literal

readings of Genesis provoked controversy between religion and

science that could be easily avoided. What was needed, the

Catholic Herald lectured, was a more liberal reading of Genesis,

one which allowed same roam for reconciliation so that geological
20

investigations might still remain "subservient to revelation".

However, the reviewer was most outspoken in his defense of

the doctrine of the fixity of species. Thus he concluded that

Scripture itself, supported by the evidence of history and the

unanimous consent of philosophers and naturalists,

incontrovertibly proved that species always perpetuated their own

kind. The reviewer then speculated about what led men such as the

author of Vestiges to defy Scripture, and he had a ready answer:

they did so to justify their pursuit of beastly passions. Such

passions, ,;hen unleashed, were dangerous enough to society, the

reviewer warned, but the ultimate danger was that these nun would

succeed in overthrowing the law of the fixity of the species, and
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if that happened, all the other laws of science and morality would
21

topple in succession like so rmny dairinos. This dire warning that

evolutionary theories were equivalent to devilry in their

debasement of nn and in their potential to destroy the moral

fabric of society would also be made by nany American Catholics in

the 1860s and 1870s, including Orestes Brownson.

Sixteen years after Vestiges, Catholics had to confront

another popular work that promoted evolution: Darwin's Origin of

Species. The Origin was a more difficult work to refute than

Vestiges: first because its author was an acknowledged master in

natural history, and second because it avoided controversial

statements on man's origins. Brief reviews of the Origi appeared

as early as 1860 in Catholic newspapers, but a detailed review by

an American Catholic writer did not appear until November 1869.

However, two important American Catholic intellectuals - Clarence

Walworth and Orestes Brownson - criticized Darwinism and other

evolutionary theories at same length in the 1860s.

Before I bring these men into bold relief, however, I must

inspect closely the mold fram which they sprang - the American

Catholic church - for clues as to why they dominated the American

Catholic response. Briefly, I suggest that Church intellectuals,

who, with the exception of Brownson, were clergy, were incapable

of responding to evolutionary theories due to their poor knowledge

of the sciences and their time-consuming parish duties. In

addition, the Church failed to cultivate an intellectual tradition

in the sciences for several reasons, including the absence of an
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Arrican Catholic university, the small size of the American

Catholic intellectual elite, and the demography of the Catholic

population in America. Those few American Catholics who did

respond were mostly Protestant converts whose superior education

and positions gave them the opportunity and capability to respond.
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The American Catholic Church: 1845-75

Throughout its early history, the American Catholic church
22

deliberately maintained a low profile in American life.

Catholicism had been brought to the colonies in 1634 by Leonard

Calvert and about one hundred and forty other English settlers,

and one hundred and fifty-five years later John Carroll (1735-

1815) was elevated as Bishop of the first Awrerican Catholic

diocese, located in Baltimore. Up until 1830, the Church remained

small (318,000 members), and Catholics in their "staid old Whig

church" were glad that they were virtually indistinguishable fran
23

their non-Catholic neighbors.

Immigration changed all this. During the 1830s, 250,000

immigrants swelled the ranks of the Church, but the Irish potato

famine of 1845-47 and the revolutions of 1848 drove unprecedented

numbers of Irish and German emigrants to America. By the First

Plenary Council of American bishops in 1852, the Church had

quintupled in size in twenty-two years to over 1.5 million

members, and this rapid pace of growth continued (with a short

lull from 1857-65 due to Nativist opposition to imnigratiom and

the American Civil War) through 1875. Between 1852-55 alone, an

additional 477,000 Irish immigrants (most of whom were Catholic)

and 575,000 German immigrants (about oe-third of whan were
24

Catholic) made America their new hame. As at least eighty percent

of the Irish Catholic immigrants were indigent peasants who often
25

needed food, clothing, and other basic essentials, the Church had

to devote much of her resources just to help these newcomers
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survive. New churches and parochial schools also had to be built

(the number of Catholic churches actually doubled between 1850 and

1860, fram 1227 to 2517, as Church membership increased fram
26

1,606,000 to 3,103,000), priests had to be recruited and trained,

and immigrants who spoke different languages and hailed from

different cultures samehow had to be assimilated into a cohesive

body of believers. For the most part the Church was able to meet

the challenge, but European priests had to be imported due to the

shortage of American-born priests. This foreign-born clergy and

the natural tendency of new immigrants to group together,

resisting immediate assimilation by maintaining their cultural

practices, gave the American Catholic church a decidedly foreign

cast. Catholics had to caTbat a backlash of prejudice and fear

fran same non-Catholic Americans who saw these "foreigners" as the

vanguard of a Popish invasion, with the infamous Know-Nothing

political movement against Catholics reaching the height of its

influence in the early 1850s. The Nativist movement was reignited

as the flow of immigrants peaked again after the Civil War, with

the net Catholic immigration fran 1861-70 being 741,000, of whan
27

210,000 came from Germany and 371,000 fran Ireland. The American

Catholic church, then, was confronted throughout this period

(1845-75) with the logistical challenges that arose with rapid

expansion due to imnigration and the concurrent opposition and
28

bigotry of Nativist groups.

American converts to Catholicism were aware of the opposition

they faced: as Walworth observed in 1845, one year after the
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bloody anti-Catholic riots in Philadelphia, "In these United
29

States, this Church is misunderstood and hated." Walworth did not

lament, though, that the American Catholic church quickly became

the Church of the immigrant, but other American-born Catholics

did, the most famous exarqple being Brownson. Brownson went so far

as to exclaim in 1858 that the Know-Nothing movement was "provoked

in great measure by Catholic [sic] themselves" since most of the

clergy were "deeply hostile to our American institutions."

Brownson, a Yankee, felt like an outsider in his own church, and

he observed with some bitterness that, "The distinction here

between Catholic and non-Catholic is Caf -'ic or Irish and
30

American."

Brownson's acerbity on this question, rather typical for him,

was not common among other American converts to Catholicism;

nevertheless, it was indicative of the dominant influence the

immigrant had attained in the Church. Again, Brownson perhaps

went too far when he claimed "our clergy [are] generally ignorant
31

and scarcely gentlemen," but his acid remarks were cogent, for

most Catholic priests in America were insufficiently educated. In

their ignorance they were not alone, for as John Root has shown

the same "pitiful state of Catholic education" also existed in
32

England. Education for priests was quite narrow, being almost

entirely restricted to seminaries, where theology, canon law, and

philosophy were almost exclusively taught, and an American

Catholic university for graduate study would not be founded until

1889. Meanwhile, the workload for parish priests due to the
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shortage of priests and needs of the inmigrants devoured any time

or energy these men may have had for further academic study, and

regardless the general shortage of funds made buying science books

a luxury few could justify.

This deplorable state of Catholic education was why American

Protestant converts to Catholicism, although small in number,

often played such a large role in the life of the Church, for they

often brought superior levels of education and social standing to

the Church. Brownson was an atypical convert since he was an

autodidact and a layman, but other converts such as Walworth,

Isaac Hecker and Augustine Hewit banded together as missionaries

and tried to develop a viable American Catholic intellectual

tradition as they preached the Catholic faith to non-Catholic
33

Americans. These men were very much celebrities in their day,

outspoken in their desire to convert non-Catholic Americans, and

at least som of their fame and outspokenness was attributable to

their status as converts and the more varied and intensive

education they had received prior to becoming Catholics. Walworth

and the others went on to establish inportant "firsts" in American

Catholic history, holding the first organized mission to an

English-speaking parish in America (1851) and forming the first

congregation of priests to be founded in America, the Paulists, in
34

1858.

The formation of an English-speaking order of missionary

priests will be discussed in the next section of this paper, but

it is important to note here that those Catholics who responded to
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evolution - Walworth, Brownson, Hewit, and others - were either

Paulists themselves, close friends and supporters of the Paulists

(such as Brownson), or publishing their opinions in a Paulist-run

periodical (Catholic World). In an inmigrant Church almost devoid

of intellectual and social elites, the Paulist community

constituted the center of a small group of well-educated and

socially distinguished American Catholic converts.

Apart from the Paulists, American Catholics mostly failed to

cultivate a distinct literary and intellectual tradition.

Catholic newspapers often were busy defending Catholics frm

slander and otherwise wrote almost exclusively on the Civil War,

Irish and other foreign news, domestic politics, and religious

issues; and through 1864 Brownson's Quarterly Review was the only

American Catholic periodical that probed political, philosophical,

and scientific issues at any depth. After Brownson halted his

Review in 1864, American Catholics were teiporarily without a

periodical of any national reputation, but Hecker filled this void

in 1865 with Catholic World. The Catholic World remained the sole

American Catholic magazine of any note until 1873, when Brownson

briefly resuscitated his Review.

What insights does this brief examination of American

Catholic church history give us about the American Catholic

response to evolution? Sinply these: American Catholic imiigrants

at this time were mostly impoverished and poorly-educated;

Americans in general were predisposed by an extensive anti-

Catholic propaganda campaign mounted by Nativist groups to regard
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these immigrants as a threat to American institutions, and this

only caused American Catholics further to close their ranks and

isolate themselves frum American intellectual life; and Catholic

priests were narrowly-educated and often foreigners, and all

parish priests were swamped by work. As a result, the Catholic

audience for science in America was quite small; the dearth of

American Catholic scientists restricted the size of this audience
35

further. To put it bluntly, most American Catholics had little

time for, interest in, and exposure to science; nor did they have

the educational background to respond knowledgeably to

evolutionary theories.

My claim that Catholic clergy just did not have the time to

respond to evolutionary theories may sound a bit absurd; after

all, Walworth for one managed to publish a book in 1863 that dealt

with the conformity of Biblical accounts to science. Yet his

effort was exceptional: Walworth in writing his book exhausted

himself, and after he assuTed parish duties in 1866 his pen for

the most part fell silent. Another illustration of an erudite,

highly-educated priest who had an avid interest in science, yet

unlike Walworth never published anything due to his onerous

duties, can be had in the life of Bishop Lawrence Stephen Mc(ahon.

One tribute to Mc 4ahon explained that while most people did not

recognize him as being a profound scholar, Mc4ahn was an

infrequent writer and preacher not because he had little to say
36

but because he was overwhelmed by administrative duties.

In conclusion, the few American Catholics who mde the time,
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had the interest and exposure, and responded to evolutionary

theories were exceptional individuals. In the early 1860s,

Walworth and Brownson were these exceptions.
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Clarence Walworth, Geology, and Evolution in the 1860s

As a Catholic priest who dencstrated superior knowledge of

science, particularly geology, Clarence Augustus Walworth would

came to enbody Brownson's 1863 dictum that the Church needed

champions who could meet scientists on their own ground. Walworth
1

was born on 30 May 1820 in Plattsburg, New York. Of wealthy

Yankee and Presbyterian lineage, Walworth was the first son of

Reuben Hyde Walworth, a noted attorney who would fill the highest

judicial office in the state as Chancellor of New York from 1828-

48. High social standing and superior education were often

prerequisites for a serious interest in science in mid-nineteenth
2

century America, and Walworth had both. His budding interest in

science and nature was fostered by his education at the Sloan

boarding school in Williamstown, Massachusetts and at Union

College in Schenectady, New York, a science-oriented college which

in the 1830s rivaled Harvard and Yale. After graduating as a Phi

Beta Kappa fram Union College in 1838, Walworth followed his

father's example and studied law, receiving his license to

practice as an attorney on 16 July 1841. He then assumed his

place in society as a gentleman-lawyer, his future prospects

bright, but within a year he felt himelf called for the ministry

in the Protestant Episcopal church. He entered the General

Theological Seminary in New York City in 1842, which was at this
3

time the center of the American Oxford Movenmet. By 1843 Walworth

had became part of a snall coterie of Episcopalians who had

adopted Tractarianism, and in 1845 he decided to convert to
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Catholicism. His ccnversion disappointed his father and horrified

his mother, but Walworth persisted, and on 16 May he entered the

Catholic church. He then accompanied Isaac Hecker, a former

Transcendentalist and memiber of the Brook Farm community who had
4

converted to Catholicism under Brownson's tutelage, and James

McMaster, a fellow convert from Episcopalianism, to Belgium and

Holland. After three years of study, during which he earned the
5

nickname Brother Pourquoi for his love of reasoning, Walworth was

ordained a priest on 27 August 1848 at Redemptorist College in

Wittem, Holland. He then served as a Redeuptorist missionary in

England from September 1848 through January 1851, during which
6

time he befriended John. Henry Newmun. Walworth arrived back in

America in March 1851, and over the next few years he was part of,

and would came to lead, an elite group of highly-educated American

Redemptorist missionaries. By 1856 the group consisted of

Augustine F. Hewit, a former Episcopalian deacon and an alumnus of

Amherst; Francis A. Baker, a graduate of Princeton College (later

University) and a former Episcopalian clergyman; George Deshon,

who graduated second in his class at West Point and taught natural

and experimental philosophy; and Hecker. As they held missions

all over the country, seeking American converts to Catholicism,

Walworth gained the reputation of being the most eloquent orator

of the group. This was no accident, since Walworth, whose
7

favorite Latin author was Horace, had developed his rhetorical

skills through his training as a lawyer and through an extensive

study of languages and oratory. He was a classic rhetorician: his
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gestures, his bearing, his choice of words, his voice were all

carefully measured so that he could move his audience to embrace

Catholicism. Cne young warun declared that his sermns were

"impossible to describe.... His gestures, his delivery, gave it

[the last judgment scene] the appearance of reality, that is, made
8

it pass in imagination before us." Walworth's preaching, then,
9

was passionate, profuse with powerful images, and poetic.

After Walworth and his missionary group were released from

their vows as Redemptorists by Pope Pius IX on 6 March 1858,

Hecker and the others formed the Society of Missionary Priests of

St. Paul the Apostle, or the Paulists, in New York, which Walworth

did not join since his friends would not take perpetual vows.

Instead, he served as pastor of St. Peter's church in Troy, N.Y.,

but in 1861 he had a change in heart and became a Paulist. In

Hecker's words, the main goal of the Paulists was "to identify

Catholicity with American life in a religious association" and to
10

convert Americans to Catholicism, and to this end Walworth toiled

ceaselessly. For the next four years his missionary fervor knew

few bounds, but by 1865 his feverish activity on same twenty-five

missions had exacted a heavy toll on his health. Suffering from

malaria and exhaustion brought on by overwork, Walworth was near

death. Fortunately, Walworth's father, hearing of his son's

plight, spirited him away to the family home in Saratoga Springs,

where Walworth slowly regained his strength. In 1866 he was

reassigned as pastor of St. Mary's church in Albany, N.Y., a

position he would not relinquish until his death in 1900.
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Walworth wrote his first book, The Gentle Skeptic; or. Essays

and Conversations of a Country Justice on the Authenticity and

Truthfulness of the Old Testament Records (1863), while he was a

Paulist, although he had gathered the information on geology

contained in it somewhat earlier, in cooperation with James Hall

(1811-98), a Catholic convert and invertebrate paleontologist who

had published "the most comprehensive treatise on American
11

paleontology," according to the New American Cyclopedia (1859).

Walworth extracted five chapters on geology and Genesis from The

Gentle Skeptic , and they appeared in slightly different form in
12

two articles '. -,rownson's Quarterly Review. This section is

devoted t-- ., analysis of these articles and the book from which

they ,iere taken, but before embarking on this analysis Walworth's

i-,ortance and the context of his writings need to be explained.

Walworth was certainly not alone in his effort to harmonize

Scripture with modern science, particularly with regards to

geology. Geology was perhaps the science of the day, and as

Millhauser has observed, at least sixty volumes were published

fran 1844-59 that attempted to reconcile geological discoveries

and theories with the Mosaic accounts of the Creation and the
13

deluge. Nor did Walworth stand alone in this effort anng his

fellow Catholics. Wiseman's 1835 Lectures were certainly outdated

by 1863 (especially with their espousal of catastrophism), but in

1854 L'Abbe A. Sorignet had published his Sacred €osfmony (first

English translation 1862), which eliminated the problem of

reconciliation by denying that geology had any solid evidence that
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contradicted Scripture. Moreover, Sorignet told modern

naturalists that Scripture must either be accepted in its entirety
14

and literally, or else rejected altogether. In its August 1862

review of this book, the Baltimore Catholic Mirror, which had

previously refuted Darwinism in June by quoting Wiseman's argument

against Lamarckism, hailed Sorignet as a charpion, crowing that he

had negated "the baseless attacks of the enenies of revealed
15

truth." For the Mirror, then, another book on Scripture and

science was hardly necessary.

Walworth disagreed: he thought Sorignet's Biblical literalism
16

was clearly disproved by science. He cautioned that while well-

informed Catholics might easily dismiss such wrongheaded accounts

as Sorignet's, perhaps even finding them laughable, a danger

existed in that less knowledgeable Catholics might be misled.

Granted these accounts did not threaten revealed truth, Walworth

admitted, but they did offend scientific truth. For Walworth, the

pursuit of scientific truth honored God's holy Word; shoddy

science, therefore, was for him tantamount to dishonoring God.

Herein lies one aspect of Walworth's importance as a Catholic: he

particularly stressed the independent sanctity of scientific

truth.

The adroitness of Walworth's attenpts to marshal support for

science among Catholics was further demonstrated by the literary

techniques he enployed in The Gentle Skeptic. Walworth

established in the first chapter of his book a dialogue between

two personae: Jonathan Bird, a Justice of the Peace and a self-
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the son of an old friend of Bird's and an earnest seeker after

truth. Walter, "the gentle skeptic" of the book's title, came to

ask Bird for proof of the veracity of the Old Testament, and the

relationship between Bird and Walter became that of a mentor and

his charge, with Bird's ultimate goal being to draw out from his

student an adission that the Bible was the authoritative source

of truth.

Walworth adopted this literary form of a fictional

conversation between invented characters with specific goals in

mind. First, the characters themselves had carefully calculated

functions. It would be difficult to imagine a more credible and

reliable witness to testify to the authenticity of the Old

Testament than judge Jonathan Bird, the kindly gentlenan-bachelor

whom Walter quickly adopted as his "Uincle". Walter, the 'manly

noble youth," represented the main audience to which Walworth was

franing his appeal: young, intelligent men who, in Walworth's

view, had perfectly understandable doubts about the Bible. In

addition, Walworth increased the accessibility of his book by

introducing two female personae: Becky, Bird's sister, and Susy

Brinn. Becky served as the mouthpiece of conservative Christians;

Walworth described her as a "sinple" but pious believer, one who

did not require intellectual proofs of the Bible's authority.

Susy Brinn, in contrast, served as comic relief but also as a

character younger women could identify with; she was depicted as a

precocious sixteen-year-old who was playful but smart. Second,
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the book's conversational form made it a more entertaining read,

an important consideration seeing that it was aimed at adolescents

and young adults. Third, Walworth strove to eliminate any

suggestion of prejudice or undue interest on his part by

portraying himself as merely the transmitter of this conversation.

In sum, Walworth tailored his book and its personae to appeal to

and to sway all segments of his Catholic audience: mle and

female, old and young, conservative and liberal.

Walworth used these personae to good effect when he came to

address scientific questions in The Gentle Skeptic. Again, it was

Walter who initiated the discussion, asking about science and the

age of the earth. Becky hastily replied with the traditional

answer that the age of the earth was about six thousand years, but

Bird explained that this was not so, and he embarked on a long

discussion of geology (detailed below). Becky at length became

vexed by her brother's discourse, remarking to him her fear that

"you are leading that young man's mind astray.... I don't see the

use of bringing geologists.., into religious questions. I never
17

found any difficulties in the Bible." But for Bird, or, in other

words, for Walworth, such simple faith, sufficient for pious

believers such as Becky, was useless in answering skeptics and

their questions, gentle or otherwise. Walworth's inplicit message

was that Catholics had no alternative but to study science, else

young men and women with doubts would be lost to the faith. In

the end, he assured his readers of the efficacy of his discourse

on science by having Susy Brinn joyfully announce that Walter had
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been to camunion.

With his skill as a rhetorician, Walworth constructed his

account to move Cat)'olics to affirm that science was a worthy

pursuit, even a sacred one. Just as he sought, by the power of

his oratory, to persuade audiences to take up the cross, so he

sought, by the power of his prose, to persuade Catholics to take

up science. He wanted converts to science and confessors of the

merits of science, but failing that, at the very least he wanted

to transform his readers into virtual witnesses of the successes

of science.

Walworth commenced his effort to broaden the appeal and thus

the support of science among his fellow Catholics with his article

in January 1863 on "The Antiquity of the Earth." He immediately

piqued his readers' interests with references to recent

discoveries in astronomy, which rivaled geology as the most

popular science of the day. He quoted Alexander von Humboldt,

mentioned Lord Rosse's telescope, and agreed with William Herschel

and others that the length of time it took for light rays to reach

the earth from distant nebula nmust be almst unimaginably long.

Yet even with this evidence of the great age of the universe

obtained from astronomy, Walworth affirmed that the rocks of

geology may reveal evidence "of an epoch far earlier than the
18

exodus of any starry ray that visits us."

Walworth then seized upon the imagination of his r',aders,

asking them to conceive how much time it would take for showers

and stream to deposit and erode vast masses of sedimentary rock.
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He quickly observed that these apparently abstruse questions were

not beyond the mettle of cammon-folk, for "a carman would

understand this [process] at once, for it is only loading and

dumping on a vast scale and a long contract." He combined this

evidence of the slowness of natural processes with the physical

evidence of rocks in which he found "marks of decay and death, and

the relics too of organic beings to which the living world affords

no counterpart," to prove "that the earth is ... far older than
19

the Book of Genesis has hitherto been supposed to allow."

Recognizing that such propositions had in the past been

rejected by Catholics (including Sorignet), Walworth proceeded to

defend his finding. He dismissed as childish both those who

claimed that God made the fossils at the Creation, and those who

claimed that fossils were nothing but evidence of "disorder and

deception" in nature. In Walworth's eyes the latter idea was

shameful, for God neither created a chaotic, capricious natural

order nor did he create such wondrous "creature(s] in a state of

death" if they would have been destined to remain '"mere model[s]
20

of a thing that never was and was never to be."

The most interesting aspect of this article, though, was

Walworth's emotional and aesthetic response to fossils, and the

methods he used to transmit his wonder so that it might resonate

in his readers' minds and captivate their imaginations, thereby

leading them to pursue science. In this effort, he turned his

private study into a virtual public museum of natural history for
21

his readers:
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We invite the reader to examine a few specimens of this
sandstone, and for that purpose will suppose him to be
sitting in the writer's study... Honestly! my friend, have
you ever seen a snail or any spiral shell, from land or sea,
more perfect in shape than this little petrifaction?

Walworth used such ardent prose to transfer his fervor for science

to his Catholic readers. He continued to appeal to his readers'

imaginations by personifying his fossils, describing a Trilobite

as "this fierce little pirate of the Silurian seas." He also made

analogies between the past and presently-observed natural events,

conparing a Spirifer's appearance to a "crowded nest of little
22

birds just fledged, and spreading their wings to fly." He was

also quite careful to use precise geological terms, to mention his

close friendship with James Hall, and to refer to his private
23

geological collection, the mark of the serious student of geology;

in this way he validated his authority in a cammunity that

included everything from nimrods hunting fossils and rocks to

professional geologists of international reputation such as Hall.

To further clinch his argument that the earth was far older

than most Catholics believed, Walworth transformed his private

recollections of his geological explorations at Hanson's mountain

into a public field trip for his readers, concluding the journey

with a metaphor that aped Darwin's own rich imagery: "Hanson's

mountain is a vast mausoleun, a thousand times older, larger by

far, and every way more interesting than the great pyramid." And

he analogized that just as the Egyptian pyramids show signs of

being built slowly over time, and just as munnies are found in

pyramids, remains of people who had once lived, so do mountains
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show signs of great age, and so are fossils found in the rocks,
24

remains of species which had once lived. Walworth could not have

more carefully chosen this metaphor, for Americans had had an

obsession with everything Egyptian, especially in the 1840s and

early 1850s. He wisely tapped into this fascination as he tried

to nake geology even more accessible and captivating to his

readers than Egyptology.

Walworth went even further in his attenpt to sanctify science

in The Gentle Skeptic. First, he turned the Bible into a

repository of natural history, calling the author of Job "a close

observer of nature," claiming that "King Solomon could have handed

in valuable contributions to our American Congress of Science,"

and quoting Humboldt's praise of the descriptions of nature found

in the Bible. Next, he compared the appearance of certain fossils

to rosaries, a private and sacred Catholic devotion, and to the

mosaic tiles on church floors. Finally, he consecrated the

underground world, declaring that the geological ruins which

reside there are "sublimer" than the ruins of ancient
25

civilizations.

To summarize, Walworth constructed his account to appeal to

his readers on several levels in order to gain their assent that

science was sacred. He appealed to the imagination as he

personified extinct species, he appealed to emtion with his

exclamations on the beauty of fossils, he appealed to the

intellect with his authoritative references to Humboldt, Herschel,

and Lyell (he quoted the first five pages in chapter 1 of Lyell's
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Elements of GeoloQy in extenso), and he especially appealed to the

spiritual with references to science in the Bible and comparisons

of fossils to sacred Catholic artifacts. In effect, Walworth's

rich, vivid descriptions of geological phenomena were meant to

transform Catholics into virtual witnesses of geology's successes,

to make them acolytes of geology.

That he succeeded with at least one Catholic is evident fran

a letter sent to Brownson in response to this article. A certain

Mary A. O'Donoghue wrote that she had read the article "with vivid

interest" and that she had found it "irresistably convincing."

She looked forward to the next article "with anxious expectation,"

since she was "puzzled" about several aspects of the Genesis,

including whether the six days of creation were real, consecutive
26

days or not.

In his April 1863 article, "The 'Six Days' of Genesis,"

Walworth answered this concern and reconciled the Mosaic testimony

with the geological record. He affirmed that in the Genesis

account, "The Prophet [Moses] could have had no intention to

instruct in questions of natural science," and therefore the best

interpretation was to recognize that Genesis was "a theological

[rather] than an historical account of creation." More

specifically, he proposed that the literal interpretation of

Genesis - that God created the universe in six calendar days - was

not imperative since it was not a matter of faith or dogma; this

allowed him to assert that the "days" were not literal days or any

measure of tine but "figurative or symbolical expressions under
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which the works of creation are classified."

To defend his conclusion, Walworth adopted a fourfold

strategy. First, he asserted that his theory was spiritually

superior to literal readings of Genesis, since it "gives us a more

noble and strictly religious view of the first [chapter] of

Genesis." Second, he observed that his theory was far simpler,

and thus aesthetically more pleasing, than complex correspondences

between the days of Genesis and geological epochs. Third, he

assured his fellow Catholics that his theory was not only quite

ancient but also supported by the writings of Origen and St.

Augustine, among other legendary savants of Catholic orthodoxy,

since they also argued against literal readings. In addition, he

shrewdly pointed out that with this support from the ancients, who

"could have had no thought of harnmnizing their views with

geological data when they wrote," there was no way the Church

could be construed by her critics as bowing before the authority

of science. And fourth, as a Catholic geologist himself, Walworth

observed that his theory created a protected social space wherein

a Catholic scientist might "freely follow the light of his science

without exposing himself to ignorant charges of infidelity; and

excellent Christians have suffered sorely and needlessly in this
28

way.

Walworth, then, dismissed prior conciliatory theories for his

own, purely metaphorical interpretation of the Genesis creation

story. With his theory, Walworth purchased the nmximum amount of

leeway possible so that he could reconcile his uniformitarian
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views on geology and natural history with Scripture. In effect,

by refusing to force his science into an exact correspondence with

Genesis, hi. denxnstrated the strength of his fidelity to his

science.

Walworth carried his analysis of Genesis further in The

Gentle Skeptic. With regards to the Mosaic account of the deluge,

he maintained that natural history and geology provided evidence

that proved the deluge was localized. He cited Darwin's Origin on

the geographical distribution of species to show that species

could not have spread out from a camon center. He observed that

the Church had never authoritatively ruled on the extent of the

deluge, and he concluded from scientific evidence and from an

analysis of the intent and language of the Scriptural passage in

question that the deluge was indeed localized, and that possibly
29

only some men were affected by it.

But although Walworth successfully fused science and

Scripture to yield scientific accounts of the earth's creation and

the deluge that were acceptable to Catholics, he at first was

unsure how to reconcile natural history with Scripture. Thus he

failed to specify his objection to re-creation theories and
30

Darwinism in his initial, cautionary "confession" in January 1863:

We confess to a certain repugnance for the notion of
successive creations ... and to still more decided objections
to Darwin's theory ... nor are we ... convinced that geology
limits our choice to these two. The (extinct] fossil types
seem really to fill up chasms in the living world, and we
should welcome any well sustained theory to show that they all
belong to one creation.

The idea that fossils of extinct species filled the chasm
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between living species had been proposed by Henri M. D. de
31

Blainville (1777-1850). Blainville, a French naturalist who

succeeded Cuvier in the chair of comparative anatomy at the Jardin

des Plantes (Paris) in 1832, believed (as did Walworth) that all

species had been created at Genesis. I do not know if Walworth

took this idea of fossils of extinct species plugging gaps in the

Great Chain of Being in nature from Blainville, but he clearly

preferred a theory that would explain the extinctions of species

in a manner more consistent with Genesis than re-creation theories

or Darwinism.

Four months later Walworth specified his objections to

Darwinism in "The 'Six Days' of Genesis." After observing that

geologists still had more fact-gathering to do before science

could decide the actual succession of organic creatures, Walworth

made another confession about Darwinism, and this time he
32

bolstered it with an authoritative reference to Lyell:

We confess to some doubt even (without putting forward any
opinion) whether, the entire globe considered, there has been
any succession of types. old types have sometimes become
extinct, but the caming in of new is not so clearly proved.
The whole argument of Sir Charles Lyell against a progressive
development of organic life at successive geological periods,
is equally applicable to all theories of successive creations
(or transmutations) of species.

So despite his parenthetical expression of relative

disinterestedness, it is clear that Walworth was casting doubt on

Darwinism. Perhaps Walworth was just being a thoroughgoing

Lyellian here, but his questioning of the succession of types

represented a significant departure from Wiseman and James Hall.

Wiseman had dissented from Lyell in 1836, asserting that fossil
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evidence "tended to confirn" the succession of types, while Hall

had written in 1861 that "we have everywhere the most palpable
33

evidence" of the succession of new species. Walworth, then,

contradicted his friend Hall and Wiseman on this point, and he was

plainly motivated to do so by his dislike of re-creation theories

and Darwinism.

Walworth cleared up any doubts about where he stood on

Darwinism further on in this article when he referred to a lecture

he attended on "The Position of Man in Natural History" at which

Louis Agassiz traced the development of vertebrates. Walworth

quoted Agassiz as arguing against Darwin's view of historical

development, that "geology proves the contrary.... No species ever
34

departs from its own type...." Walworth himself then proceeded to

criticize Darwinism directly for the first time by making a

curious analogy. As mentioned previously, Walworth refuted

literal interpretations of Genesis, agreeing with St. Augustine

that the plan of development in the "six days" of Genesis existed

only in God's mind, not in the temporal realm. In other words,

God did not create the universe in six days; rather, the creation

was an atemporal, instantaneous actualization of a plan conceived

in God's mind. Analogously, Walworth agreed with Agassiz that the

plan of development of species also existed in God's mind, not (as

Darwin claimed) in nature's realm or historical tine. In other

words, God's plan of development for species was successive in

God's mind, but in nature it was actualized instantaneously. Thus

Walworth adopted St. Augustine's and Agassiz's Neoplatonism and
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cleverly equated Darwin's mistake to the mistake Biblical

literalists made in interpreting Genesis, rejecting both Darwinism

and literalism because they confounded the order of plans that

were successive only in God's mind with their seeningly successive

(but falsely so) manifestations in nature. Darwin's error, then,

was twofold for Walworth: he wrongfully posited that species were

mutable, and he mixed up the atemporal succession of God's plan
35

for species with the historical order of time.

In his articles, Walworth specifically referred to Darwin,

but in The Gentle Skeptic he used the term "Progressionists" in

place of Darwin's name to extend his refutation to all

evolutionary theories. The next section of this paper further

details Walworth's views on evolution in the context of

polygenism. We will see that he cane close to advocating views

that are now associated with Mivart. The one key difference,

though, was that while Walworth, like Mivart, proposed variation

by saltation that was most likely caused by sane inner force, he

upheld the fixity of species.
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Walworth, Evolution, and Polygenism

Walworth specified his views on developmnt in nature in

greater detail in The Gentle Skeptic. The unity and consanginty

of the human species had been hotly debated topics in Amrican
1

science in the 1840s and 1850s. The ideological implications of

the debate were considerable, whether to the institution of

slavery in the South or to the Catholic dognas of original sin and

rederption. Walworth constructed his views on the mutability of

species primarily in response to this debate and not to Darwinism;

therefore, a closer look at this debate is required to understand

the context of Walworth's views on evolution.

Wiseran had faced polygenist arguments when he wrote his

Lectures in the 1830s, but he was fortunate in that the two

leading ethnologists then, Johann F. Blumenbach (1752-1840) and

James C. Prichard (1786-1848), were monogenists who affirmed "that
2

all human races are of one species and one family." Meanwhile,

America was slowly beccuing the hotbed for ethnology research in

the 1830s, mainly due to the efforts of Professor Samuel George

Morton (1799-1851). With help fran around the world, Morton

assembled the largest museun of comparative craniology then in
3

existence, which at his death contained 918 human crania. His

first important work was the Crania Americana (1839), in which he

asserted that man's historical record proved "the unalterable

permanency of the characteristics of race, within the limits of

human records." He then explained the origin of the different

races by theorizing that God had ipressed "the marks of Race ...
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upon the imediate family of Adam." This theory could be

tolerated by Catholics since it did not contradict Scripture, but

by 1846-48 he came to theorize that races "have originated from

several, perhaps even from rmny pairs," which had been created by

God in several, or many, creations. This theory was quite

obviously contrary to Genesis, but Morton himiself anticipated

little difficulty with any reconciliation, stating that Genesis

would be "just as manageable in Ethnology as it has proved in
5

Astronomy, Geology, and Chronology."

Morton's most dedicated critic was John Bachman (1790-1874),

an associate of John James Audobon and the pastor of the Gerrmn

Lutheran church in Charleston, South Carolina. Bachman's The

Doctrine of the Unity of the Human Race (1850) upheld mrnogenism,

sending the polygenists scurrying back to their pens. Morton died

before he could publish a suitable rejoinder, but his notes were

further amplified by the polygenists Josiah C. Nott (1804-73) and

George R. Gliddon (1809-57) and published a. the Types of Mankind

(1854), a formidable, 738-page tame that passed through ten

editions. Nott and Gliddon unequivocally insisted that "the

diversity [in the origins] of races must be accepted by Science as
6

a fact," and that the facts further pointed to numerous centers of

creation. Although they attempted to disavow any insinuations of

a proslavery bias on their part, their very definition of

ethnology contained the notion of a racial hierarchy, since for

them ethnology should seek to determine "what position in the

social scale Providence has assigned to each type of rmn." They
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naturally placed their own race (Caucasian) at the top of this

scale, observing that some races were born to rule, others to be
7

ruled.

Also included in Types of Mankind was Agassiz's "Sketch of

the Natural Provinces of the Animal World and their Relation to

the Different Types of Man." In what became known as his "realm-

theory" in the literature of the day, Agassiz in his "Sketch"

divided the earth into eight realms, to which he believed God had

assigned eight distinct types of man. Agassiz clearly thought

these eight types of man had been created by God as distinct

species, for he maintained "that the differences observed among

the races of men are of the same kind and even greater than those

upon which the anthropoid monkeys are considered as distinct
8

species." In the process of coming to this conclusion, he

rejected any definition of species based on interfertility,

knowing that such definitions underpinned mnogenists' arguments,

and he adopted instead Morton's definition of species as

primordial organic forms.

Nott and Gliddon's book only intensified the struggle between

the monogenists and polygenists, and the debate raged on between

the "two great schools," as the New American Cyclopedia termed
9

them in 1859. In The Gentle Skeptic, Walworth allied himelf with
10

the Prichard-Bachran-Cabell monogenist school against the Morton-

Nott-Agassiz polygenist school. But in chanmioning the

consanguinity of the species, Walworth had to explain how the

races of man had emerged, that is he was forced to explain the
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apparent plasticity of the human species, just as Wisenan had had

to do in 1835. Walworth did this by positing two general types of

causes of variation: gradual and sudden. His list of gradual

causes was no different from Wisermn's; it included environLntal

causes, moral and social condition (including the level of

civilization), and, in Wiseran's words, "a modifying influence in

constant action" in nature that enabled some variation within
11

species to occur. Where Walworth parted from Wiseran and, more

radically, from his own uniformitarian framework, was in his
12

errphasis on sudden causes:

Nature does not always work gradually and openly. Somtimes
... she springs forward to her purpose by a single bound....
There is, it seens, in the nature of anirals, a certain
force... There is doubtless same wise provision in it [the
sudden change] to aid them [the new varieties] in the
struggle of life.... [That] such varieties are soretimes
produced suddenly in the process of gestation [is] ....
proved by facts of actual occurrence in modern times.

This hidden capacity of nature to create sudden, large changes

within species helped Walworth refute the polygenists. He could

now explain the origin of the more pronounced differences between

the races without having to abandon his faith in "wise" design for

the waste and randcmness of Darwinian variation. But he had to

depart from his uniformitarian structure to do so, and in the end

he could only speculate that some internal "force" caused these

sudden changes.

Yet even though he proposed that development, driven by same

unknown innate force, occurred within species, Walworth did not

modify his belief that species were permanent units. Variation,

he explained, was limited by God; in fact, he suggested that if a
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new species appeared it would be a miracle on the sane level as
13

the raising of the dead. Nevertheless, by accepting a certain

force or law of variability that acted throughout nature for the

good of species, saltations within varieties, and the validity of

animal-to-man analogies, Catholics such as Walworth, as they

refuted polygenism, approached evolutionary theories. Although

Walworth himself rejected evolution (he simply could not reconcile

it with Genesis), a small minority of Catholics (led by Mivart)

would come to accept it.

What impact did The Gentle Skeptic have? Besides Brownson's

lengthy review of it in July 1863, the Catholic Mirror included a

short notice that complimented the book but recomnended to its
14

readers that Sorignet's work was to be preferred. McMaster's

Freeman's Journal expressed perhaps an all too typical

preoccupation when it explained in its review that, "We are too

much engaged in trying to settle foundations of things on the

upper side of the crust of the earth, to suffer our head to be
15

bothered about what is hid in the mud!". The Boston Pilot,

though, did not share this lack of interest in science, stating

that since geological studies "are essentially connected with the

history of the World's Creation, they bring the mind of the

student in contact with the study of the Bible' and that such

students are often led by their studies "into a more feeling and

devout appreciation of the workings of Providence." The Pilot

then complinented The Gentle Skeptic for its "captivating" style,
16

declaring that "we find it excellent." Other Catholic newspapers
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were similarly profuse in their praise: the Cincinnati Catholic

Telegraph called it "a book for the times," remrking that it "is,

perhaps, more apropos, more direct and pertinent, and, therefore,

more satisfactory in grappling with these old objections in their
17

new dress" than Wiseman's Lectures, while the New York Tablet

applauded it as a "work of rare genius and learning ... noble in
18

design, skilful in execution, graceful and charming throughout."

There were also two letters sent to Walworth, one by Oliver

Wendell Holmes, the other by John Henry Newman, which contained

cumments on the book. Newman's letter is particularly important,

for it tells us much about the Catholic church's position on

science at this time.

The leading figure in England's Oxford moveient, Newman drew

gasps when he left the Anglican church and converted to

Catholicism in 1845. He subsequently became a leading figure in
19

the English Catholic church, attaining the cardinalate in 1879.

In his 1866 letter to Walworth, Newnan wrote that he had read The

Gentle Skeptic, but that he was too rplexed by science to make

any worthwhile cznTunmts on the book. Moreover, he confessed that

his perplexity was due to "the continually shifting condition of

physical discoveries, and the indeterminateness of what is

Catholic truth as regards their subject-matter, and what is not,

in a province in which the Church has not laid down any
20

definitions of faith." Newnan, in short, was samewhat befuddled

by the rapidity of change in science, and he lacked an

authoritative Church proclamation by which he might order his
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thoughts.

Furthermore, Newman added that even if he had an informed

response, he would not disseminate it, since he felt it would

needlessly cause a scandal and embroil him in controversy. John

Root has shown in his study of Catholics and Science in Mid-

Victorian England that the papal Munich Brief made public in 1864
21

squelched the discussion ot science among Catholics in England.

Newman himself stated that he thought the Brief implied that "we

are simply to be silent while scientific investigation proceeds -

and say not a word on questions of interpretation of
22

Scripture...." He comented in his letter to Walworth that

American Catholics were more outspoken on science than their

English counterparts, and he asked Walworth what reaction his book

had provoked. In sun, Newman's letter makes manifest the

perplexity and perhaps even trepidation of Catholics in the 1860s

as they tried to cane to grips with science. If a Catholic of

Newman's erudition and reputation for independent thought felt he

could not and should not publicize his views on science, then we

perhaps should not be surprised to find that most other Catholics

kept silent as well.

And perhaps this was just as well for the Church, since the

classical world view still persisted within her ranks. An exanple

of this was Father Louis Heylen's lectures on '"he Progress of the

Age, and the Danger of the Age," delivered during the winter of

1862-63. Heylen, the Professor of Philosophy at St. Xavier

college in Cincinnati, asserted in these lectures that zoology and
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botany

have revealed a new evidence of design, where formerly the
plan of creation seemed less couplete. They have made it
clear that in the animal and vegetable worlds, there exists
link on link, a complete chain of beings ... just as faith
reveals, in the world of intelligences, another chain of
beings, extending from ,an ... up to the highest seraph that
burns before the throne of God.

Heylen, then, was still operating in the natural theology

tradition and the classical world view, espousing design and the

hierarchy of the Great Chain of Being. This tendency to conceal

the more radical inplications of the new science by attempting to

comprehend them in term of the past was a comn practice among

Catholics in the 1860s and a reflection of the different

perspective and ideology they brought to bear on science. These

Catholics sought to maintain the existing ideology that saw

science as a servant of religious and political stability, and the

traditional, transcendentally guaranteed order of existence

inherent to the "Great Chain" metaphor. Many Catholics

(especially Catholic priests) could not conteiplate that this

metaphor might be obsolete, partially because this rigid hierarchy

legitimated and lent prestige to their role as mediatory agents

between man and God. The questioning of this hierarchy was seen

to lead only to instability, uncertainty, and the devaluation of

man, which was why Heylen could so confidently preach that, "Few

men in any age will so far abdicate the dignity of manhood, as to

choose to rank merely as the first in the scale of the brute
24

creation."

Walworth was not so sanguine about the tendency of modern
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science to confirm the traditional, hierarchical view of the

natural and supernatural realms, but he hinself taught in a homily

on 14 September 1863 that "Everything in nature shows design" and
25

that God was the "great architect" or designer. Again, though,

Walworth went beyond the usual Catholic rhetoric on science,

declaring that the Book of Nature, like the Bible, "comes from the

hand of God," but that the Book of Nature was superior since it

was older than the Bible and decipherable by everyone. He then

supported the study of nature with the highest authority - Christ

- by proclaiming that "our Lord Himself" recommended it since "its
26

lessons are sublimely religious." To appreciate the full

importance of such claims, one must remember that in Christianity

nature was thought to have been corrupted when Adam and Eve sinned

against God in the garden of Eden.

In sunary, Walworth believed that evolutionary theories,

including Darwinism, were not supported by the geological record.

As we have seen, Walworth buttressed his rejection with references

to the pillars of the scientific community - Lyell and Agassiz -

and to the ancient Catholic fathers. He also offered his own

critique of the fundamental flaw of evolutionary theories, that is

that they incorrectly extend the atemporal blueprint of the

progression of species which exists only in the mind of God into

the tenporal realm of nature, and he equated these theories to

Biblical literalism since literalists rmde the same flaw with

respect to the Genesis creation story.

In my efforts to detail Walworth's rejection of evolution, I
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have had to exaggerate the irportance of evolution to Walworth.

It is significant that in his Gentle Skeptic, a work dedicated to

answering problems raised by modern science with respect to the

Old Testament, Walworth devoted five chapters to geology and one

long chapter to ethnology but only a few scattered comments to

evolutionary theories. This muted response to evolution raises

several inportant issues. It is clear that Walworth was familiar

with Darwin's Origin: he owned the first American edition of the

book, and he quoted fron it on the geographical distribution of

species. He also attended at least one of Agassiz's lectures on

development, during which Darwin's theory was discussed. Despite

this familiarity with Darwin's theory, Walworth abruptly dismissed

the theory as unthinkable. From our modern perspective, in the

context of the industry and the aura of greatness that have grown

up around Darwin and his work, Walworth appears at least rash, and

more likely foolhardy, to denounce in only a few sentences the

revolutionary theory of the "great man". But in Walworth's

estimation, it was geology with its discovery of the high

antiquity of the earth, and ethnology with its debate on the

origins of the races of man (which took on added significance

during the Civil War), which posed graver threats to Catholicism

and the Genesis account. Walworth's dismissive attitude

concerning Darwin's theory, I suggest, was indicative of the

nearly negligible influence the theory had on American Catholics

in the early 1860s.

Walworth's dismissive attitude was also attributable to his
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confidence that evolutionary theories faced insuperable

difficulties. These difficulties included the geological record,

which Walworth believed had far too many gaps in its exposition to

countenance any evolutionary theory, and the creation account in

Genesis, which he believed ruled out evolution. Furthermore,

Walworth gained confidence in his determination that Darwinism was

devoid of value from Darwin's critics in the scientific comunity,

and on the whole the American scientific community was ambivalent

about the theory.

Ultimately, though, Catholic dogma formed the bedrock which

underlay Walworth's opposition to evolution. He was first and

foremst a Catholic missionary priest, and he simply would not

compromise Church teachings on the origin of species. He

professed his fealty to the faith by explaining that while one

might interpret Scripture liberally where no certainty, that is,

where no Catholic dogma, existed, one must "first of all ... save
27

the great doctrines," and one of these was the doctrine that God

had created all species at Genesis and restricted their

variability so that they always reproduced their own kind.

On the other hand, Walworth was hardly a dogmatic theologian.

He recognized the increasing divergence of traditional

interpretations of Scripture from scientific discoveries, and as a

devotee of science he attepted to compensate for this by leaving

the maximum roan possible in his Scriptural interpret, Lons for

new reconciliations. In addition, he chastised those who thought

nothing less than a one-to-one convergence between Scripture and
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science was acceptable, explaining that

We are guaranteed, not that every word [of Scripture] is
literally true, but that nothing in it, fairly interpreted,
can mislead us in religious belief or moral conduct.... To
insist upon more may be satisfactory to such as would have
the Bible to serve as a cabinet of historical curiosities, or
of natural science, but they have no right to stake all the
interests of religion upon their opinion.

In Walworth's view, literalists who insisted on the plenary

inspiration of the Bible reduced the Bible to cabinets of

curiosities - mere constructs of man. This was even more

deplorable to Walworth than it might first appear, since he found

man's cabinets to be aesthetically deficient when contrasted with

nature's cabinets, whose shelves (fossil strata) he felt were "far

more tastefully arranged" than man's fabrications.

In the end, Walworth's min goal in writing his articles and

book reflected his position as both priest and amateur scientist.

As a priest, he sought to assure Catholics that the advance of

science posed no threat to faith, while as a scientist he sought

to show the native worth and excellence of science. Nature,

clearly superior to man's works, was a source of pleasure, beauty,

and the sublime for Walworth, and since nature's works were

accessible to all, the pious contenplation of them was potentially

more fruitful than the Bible itself. In concluding his book, he

consciously compared his wanderings in science with the solitary
29

pursuit of religious truth by anchorites, hoping thereby to

convince Catholics that science itself was a sacred pursuit. That

his message was heard is confirmed by the fact that his book

passed through three editions; that it caused at least one
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inportant American Catholic intellectual to probe science at a

greater depth is confirmed in the next section of this paper on

Orestes Brownson.
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Orestes Brownson, Science, and the Political Implications of
Darwinism, 1840-65

Orestes A. Brownson (1803-76) epitcmized the diversity of

religious and political life in America in the second and third
1

quarters of the nineteenth century. Before his permanent

conversion to Catholicism in 1844, Brownson had been a

Presbyterian (1822), a Universalist (1824), an Owenite socialist

and a memiber of the Workingmen's Party (1829), an independent

minister (1831), and a Unitarian (1832) who in 1836 began his own

church (dedicated to the moral, physical, and social amelioration

of the poor) by denouncing both Catholicism and Protestantism.

From 1828 to 1842, Brownson was, by his own admission, a socialist
2

who sought the equality of man through world reform. Naminally a

Democrat, Brownson was at odds with the ethos of the Whig business

camunity. That ethos was that society progressed through

industrialization, and it asstumed its ideal form in factory towns.

In the 1830s and 1840s, these production centers were advertised

as being republican camrnunities, near-utopias made possible by the
3

advance of technology. Everyone supposedly prospered from them:

the workers gained a decent salary and moral virtues for their

toil, the owners gained cammercial capital, and the government

gained revenue and more obedient citizens. But if this was a

vision of utopia for same, it was a nightmare for others,

particularly for Brownson. He conderned the rank materialism and

the hopeless servitude that he felt were characteristic features

of industrialism, observing that the female factory workers at

Lowell were slaves of their enloyers and that they received
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meagre wages, suffered moral depravity, and learned no skills by
4

which they might later support themselves. He identified the

factory owners as rapacious, capital-seeking Whigs, stating in

1839 that their true goal was to make "our whole agricultural

population subordinate to our business population.... to give
5

dominion to capital rather than to Man." In contrast, Brownson

declared his mission was to make each working man a proprietor,

that is each laborer would own sufficient capital to enable him to

be his own boss.

To promote his vision further, Brownson published in 1840 a

radical socialist essay, "The Laboring Classes," in which he urged

the abolition of banks, the system of wages, the hereditary

descent of property, and the Catholic and Protestant clergy. This

essay became a significant issue in the 1840 presidential

campaign, with the Whigs distributing it as proof of the

Democrats' un-American views. When the Whigs trounced the

Democrats in the election, Brownson was crushed. In his own

words, the conduct and result of the campaign "disgusted me with

democracy as distinguished from constitutional republicanism,

destroyed what little confidence I had in popular elections, and

made me distrust both the intelligence and the instincts of 'the
6

masses'." He also abandoned as "wholly impracticable" his idea

that a universal brotherhood was obtainable through class warfare.

A disillusioned man, Brownson began to search for a way to save

Americans from themselves.

Brownson sat down to a scientific study of politics, and he
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soon decided to seek not equality but justice, which he thought

could only be supplied by a strong, legitimate government. "I

became henceforth a conservative in politics, instead of an

impracticable radical," he observed, "and through political
7

conservatism I advanced rapidly towards religious conservatism."

Inspired by the French socialist Pierre Leroux's writings,

Brownson became convinced that man was only able to progress by

interacting with God. Brownson explained this interaction in

Newtonian terms, stating that God as object and man as subject

"mutually act and react on each other." Since God as object was

supernaturally elevated, "the life of the subject [man] will be
8

elevated also, and his progress secured." Brownson then

questioned how man was able to think, and he concluded that just

as nmn was unable to progress in the political realm without God,

so was he unable to think without God. It was this political and

epistemological search for progress and certainty that led

Brownson to the Catholic church.

Although he had shown signs of drifting ever more closely to

the Catholic camp in 1843-44, his conversion to Catholicism in

October 1844 came as somewhat of a shock to his friends and the

readers of his periodical, Brownson's Quarterl Review, whose

articles were mostly authored by Brownson himself. He knew that

by becaming a Catholic he would not only lose most of his readers

and estrange himself from influential friends, but he would also

be associating with an institution that most non-Catholics
9

believed was an unwelcome intrusion on American soil.
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Nevertheless, he felt he had found both his personal salvation and

the means to national salvation in the body of the Church.

Brownson, in short, was a man of extrems. Fran an

atheistic, commnistic socialism he overhauled his political

philosophy and energed with near-Hamiltonianism (in that he

adopted Hamilton's belief in a strong central government and his

distrust of the political wisdom of the commnn non) supported by

Catholicism. Furthermore, he no longer held that priesthoods were

the original source of inequality in ran's history; indeed, he now

asserted "that the present deplorable condition of the laboring

classes is due to the rejection, in the sixteenth century ... of
10

the authority of the Catholic Church."

To his contemporaries, Brownson had the appearance of a man

of protean principles, but one principle he held fixed was his

opposition to an economy based on industry and cnmrerce.

Throughout his life, he lectured that people had to return to the

land and either make their living by agricultural or mechanical
ii

pursuits or in a "real home" or cottage industry. His nostalgia

for a near-feudalistic economy was partly due to his upbringing:

he was raised in rural Vermont on a small family farm. More

importantly, though, this nostalgia was the one aspect of his

thought that he could dovetail into both socialism and

Catholicism. In socialism, in Catholicism and in his economic

views Brownson consistently placed the interests of society (or

the Church) over the wants of the individual, and he never

accepted any philosophy or theory that stressed or was canpatible
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with individualism. It is in this context that we must understand

his rejection of Darwinism.

Brownson's legacy in the first fifteen years of his life in

the Church was decidedly mixed. His chief accomplishments were

the aggressive, polemical articles he wrote in defense of the

Church for his now-Catholic Brownson's Quarterly Review. One

admirer affirmed that, '"any even of our clergy have I heard say,

that until they read Brownson, they never were thorough, manly,
12

high-toned Catholics." For his eloquent efforts on behalf of the

Church Brownson received a letter of approbation from the American

Catholic bishops in 1849, and later an apostolic benediction from
13

Pope Pius IX in 1854. Yet Brownson's combativeness could be

counterproductive; he lacked subtlety and tact, unnecessarily

embroiling himself in several controversies within and outside the

Church. His writings on the supremacy of the spiritual realm over

the temporal (1853) managed to both worry Protestants and offend

Irish Catholics, and he again offended the Irish in 1854 when he

suggested in his article on Nativism that they should conform more
14

to American culture. Writing in a city where the Church was

composed almost entirely of recent Irish immigrants (Boston),

Brownson was certainly undiplomtic, and after he received word

that a less tense atmosphere existed in New York, he moved there

in 1855.

Once again, though, Brownson got involved in controversy,

this time for espousing "liberalism" at a commencement speech in

1856. Brownson had boldly stated in 1849 that, "The salvation of
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the American republic depends on Catholicity," and he felt that

American converts such as himself were uniquely qualified to

spread the Catholic gospel across America since they knew better

the objections people had to Catholicism and the proper ways to
15

overcame them. Furthermore, Brownson had begun to suggest that

the Church would be more attractive to non-Catholics if her

message was "adapted to the peculiar character and wants of the
16

age, or class of persons addressed." This doctrine, known as

"liberalism" in the Catholic literature, was rejected by

Archbishop of New York John Hughes, then the most powerful
17

Catholic prelate in America, as being speculative and dangerous.

Brownson refused to renounce liberalism, though, and as he adapted

the Church's message to the age he adopted a more conciliatory

tone in the early 1860s towards Protestants and towards Catholics

whose theories he had previously denounced.

Thus Brownson explained in a private letter in 1862 that, "I

am attempting to gain, what I lost when I became a Catholic, the

ears of my own countrymen.... To succeed in this it is necessary
18

to recognize the modern spirit, & accept it as far as possible."

A conservative reaction was swift in coming: by 1863 Brownso

conplained that his review had been "interdicted by the Bishop of

Richncnd, denounced by the Bishop of Wheeling, and officially

declared by the Bishop of Philadelphia and the Archbishop of
19

Cincinnati to be no longer a Catholic Review," and in 1864 William

G. Ward in the Catholic Dublin Review devoted thirty-seven pages
20

to explaining Brownson's theological errors. By the end of 1864
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Brownson, at least temporarily, was a beaten nun. He had lost two

of his sons in the Civil War, he had supported General John C.

Fremont in that year's presidential election only to see him

withdraw, and he was sick with the gout. With support for his

periodical almost gone, he suspended publication of his review

with the September 1864 issue. He would not begin publishing it

again until 1873.

This sketch of Brownson's career forms the necessary backdrop

to his views on science and his initial reaction to Darwinism.

Prior .o 1862, Brownson had made precious few and mostly negative

caments on science. In his review of Samuel Elliott Coues's

Outlines of a System of Mechanical Philosophy (1851), Brownson

admit ed that he had studied the physical sciences when he was

youni . but that he gave them up in despair because they changed

too orten. While he conceded that modern scientists had, perhaps,

colle7ted data that the ancients had never known, he nevertheless

belie ed that no advances had been made in "science proper," or
21

philc ,ophy, since Aristotle. In short, Brownson in 1851 was

almost a medieval throwback, a man who treated even the

helicentric theory as just another hypothesis of science.

Erownson maintained .,s sceptical, critical attitude towards

science in a little-known article on "Atheism" which he wrote for

the New American Cyclopedia in 1857. In this article, Brownson

identified four distinct classes of speculative atheists, one of

which was the ideal atheists, represented by "large numbers of

distinguished modern naturalists." These naturalists were
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atheists since they "substitute for God the laws and principles of
22

the universe." Brownson extended his uncompromising definition of

atheism further, putting Positivists in a separate class of

material atheists.

Brownson's estimation of the value of science increased

dramatically, though, when he recast his rhetoric in the late

1850s and early 1860s to broaden its appeal outside the Church.

By 1862, he wrote that although true faith is infallible, "our

reasonings upon faith are not," and he criticized those who

thought that naturalists were fools, and Biblical students sages,

insisting that such views "will never form a basis of
23

reconciliation between revelation and science."

Brownson's plan for reconciling Catholicism with science

rapidly took shape in 1863. Besides publishing Walworth's

articles on geology and Genesis in January and April, Brownson

himself ruled in January that "we see no objection on the side of

faith to giving the geologist as long a series of ages as he can

ask for to explain the phenomena he discovers.... It ay be that

in historical and geological science our theologians have
24

committed mistakes, as they did in condemning Galileo...." He

then wrote two articles and two short book reviews on scientific

issues. The first article, "Faith and Reason - Revelation and

Science," appeared in April 1863. In this article, Brownson

upheld the infallibility of the Church with regards to revealed

dogma, but he also left an opening for science, in the sense that

theologians sometines erred in the true application of these
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dogmas to science. The main problem in Brownson's view was that

scientists had denied any role for revelation in their science;

consequently, he believed that science had been reduced to a mere

collection of sensible phenomena. This decline of science was

already manifest in Brownson's eyes in the way that man had "lost

all his distinctively human attributes" and was now "classed as an
25

animal at the head of the order mamnalia."

To pull science up fron its decline into the quagmire of

uncertainty and irrelevance, Brownson offered the helping hand of

his epistemology. Brownson had earlier adopted Vincenzo

Gioberti's (1801-52) ideal epistemological formula that Being, or

God, creates existence. Thus he believed that God, through His

creative act, dialectically unites the realms of the natural and

the supernatural. Brownson posited that although God can exist by

Himself, nature cannot; only through the nexus formed between God

and His creatures by God's creative act can nature exist at all.

This divine creative act served as the middle term or the

synthesizing element in Brownson's dialectic uniting being and

existence, God and creature, revelation and science. It followed

from this dialectic that a positivistic science, one that rejected

revelation, was invalid by definition. The only way to save

science, Brownson warned, was to reunify faith, ideal philosophy,
26

and science "as integral parts of one indissoluble whole."

As I stated previously, Brownson's epistemology was

inseparable from his political philosophy. He observed in April

1863 that "the assertion that science is independent of revelation
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is only another form of asserting that civilization is independent
27

of religion." Such an assertion, Brownson taught, was wrong since

the dialectic whole formed by revelation and science, or religion

and civilization, was "a real living whole, an organism, and not a
28

mere aggregation." Just as science was reduced to a sterile

aggregation of facts without revelation, so was society reduced to

a mass of isolated, selfish individuals without religion. For

Brownson a political constitution, like nature, was God-designed,

and only by studying God's creative act and His holy word could

one attain proper knowledge of politics and science. There was an

intimte connection, then, between Brownson's religious

epistemlogy and his political philosophy. Both were his sacred

concerns, yet his political philosophy was perhaps more sacred

since he had adopted it prior to developing his epistemology, and

since he wrote more extensively on politics.

Brownson's second article on the relationship between faith

and science cane as a lengthy review of Walworth's Gentle Skeptic

in July 1863. In this review, Brownson was quite explicit that

his purpose was "to guard against any hostility or indifference to
29

the sciences on the part of Catholics...." He began by

criticizing a guideline that had been advanced by the New York

Tablet, a Catholic newspaper, which stated that science was

categorically wrong whenever it conflicted with the Catholic

faith. Brownson did not deny that faith was infallible, but he

nonetheless rejected the Tablet's guideline, citing three

disadvantages: 1) Such dogratic guidelines were repulsive to
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scientists as well as to other potential converts to the Church;

2) The opposite guideline - that whenever faith contradicts

science, faith must be wrong - could just as easily be asserted by

scientists; 3) Intelligent Catholics were leaving the Church

precisely because such guidelines in no way quieted the doubts
30

raised in their minds by science. Thus Brownson took the Tablet

to task for not considering the wider implications of its facile

guideline, especially its potentially devastating effects on those

Catholics who were wavering in their faith. But more than

anything else, Brownson feared that the broader audience he was

courting would be put-off by such a blatant appeal to traditional

authority.

In contrast to the Tablet, Brownson put the burden of proof

on the Church, stating that she must prove there is no real

disagreement between faith and science, "either by showing

scientifically that what is alleged as science is not science, or

by showing theologically that what science contradicts is not any

part of faith." In this effort, 'We nmust make ourselves wasters

of science... as it is now.., and thus gain the ability to meet

the scientific on their own ground." And Brownson clinched his

argument by referring to non-Catholics again, insisting that

Catholics owe outsiders this effort since "public opinion grew up
31

and remains uncorrected through our fault."

Brownson, then, was not anti-science in 1863. He reassured

scientists that he saw revelation only as a guide for science, and

he praised naturalists, including Darwin, for their hard work and
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32
dedication. Yet while Brownson stressed the importance of science

to his fellow Catholics, he remained deeply worried about the

social, moral, economic, and political impact of the sciences.

Brownson, like the anonymous Catholic reviewer of Vestiges, felt

that scepticism, or a denial of God's direct involvement in

nature, led to moral turpitude and societal decay. For many

Catholics, Brownson included, scientific theories such as

Darwinism threatened the social order because they explained man's

relationship to nature without reference to God.

Along with these almost stock social and moral fears were

Brownson's more novel fears of the political and economic

implications of Darwinism. Indeed, Brownson was a political

aniyml; four volunes of his Works are devoted to his political

writings, he actively corresponded on politics with, among others,

Charles Sumner and Montalembert, and he even ran (unsuccessfully)

for Congress in 1862. As we have seen, Brownson was a lifelong

conservative in economics, and from 1842 on he was conservative

politically. In economics, he preferred an agrarian economy

because of its stability, because of the moral values it

inculcated in society, and because he felt all real wealth was in
33

land and labor. In politics, by 1844 he had rejected

individualism and socialism for a constitutional republic backed

up by Catholicism. In some respects his political views were a

revival of the political Romanticism popular in Germany in the

early nineteenth century. Like the German Romantics, Brownson saw

society as an organism and looked to the Middle Ages for those
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halcyon days when Catholicism and the State were on good terms and

Protestantism nonexistent. In contrast to this age of Church

ascendancy, it seemed to Brownson that the Church had been in

decline in Europe throughout the eighteenth and well into the

nineteenth centuries, and that liberals in Europe were, "alrmost to
34

a man, bitterly anti-Catholic...." Even in America, he noted, the

Church was under fire from non-Catholics as being un-American, and

most of his fellow Catholics were content to keep a low profile.

Brownson, though, charged forth and bellowed that the Church was

the savior of the republic. His original contribution to American

politics was to suggest that "Catholics are better fitted by their

religion to comprehend the real character of the American

constitution than any other class of Americans..., " and that no

other government was better suited for the Catholic church than
35

the American constitutional republic.

Brownson's political vision is embodied in his American

Republic: Its Constitution, Tendencies, and Destiny, which he

published in 1865 but which was essentially an elaboration of his

political thought circa 1843. In a letter to his friend George

Bancroft, to whom he had dedicated his book, Brownson explained

that "I naintain ... that nations are founded, not by corpact, are

not self-created, but are providentially created and
36

constituted...." Providence, Brownson held, gives every living

nation an idea or germ to realize. This idea or germ is the real

constitution of a State and is anterior to its written

constitution. For Brownson the goal of the State, its government,
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and its organic society was to explicate this original, God-given
37

idea.

Dai. inism entered into the American Republic since its idea

of self-development contradicted Brownson's political philosophy.

Brownson used his denial of Darwinism and self-development to

refute those who saw government as a creation of man or a

spontaneous development. He therefore refuted Locke's view that

nan, by his own power, rose above his brutal nature to form a

social ccipact, Emerson's view that the best social order arose

spontaneously fram a group of self-reliant individuals, and the

positivists' view that governtints were, in Brownson's words,
38

simply "positive development[s] of nature."

An additional link connecting Brownson's politics to his

response to Darwinism was an analogy, tacit in his thought,

between societies and species. Brownson believed that the

generation of individuals created no new species but only

explicated what was already in the germ or divine archetype of the
39

species; analogously, he asserted that progress in society

produced no new societies but only brought forth what was already

in the germ or providential constitution of the society. In

Darwinism, though, a species or society is a group of individuals

in harsh ccpetition with one another, and new species arise by

self-developiment and diverge in a process similar to the division

of function (or labor) in physiology (or industry). Darwinism,

therefore, was consistent with a rapidly-changing,

individualistic, secular, industrial society: a society that
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Brownson loathed.

Another aspect of modernity that Brownson loathed was the

denial or onission of God's role in politics. He observed in The
40

American Republic that

For nearly two centuries the most popular and influential
writers on government have rejected the divine origin and
ground of civil authority, and excluded God fran the state.
They have refused to look beyond second causes and have
labored to derive authority fram man alone.

Brownson objected to the declining presence of God in intellectual

thought, the predominance of Enlighterment rationalism in politics

and science. Darwinism, for Brownson, was an especially

pernicious manifestation of this trend since it coupled the

authority of science to political theories that denigrated or

denied God's role.

One political theory that played a leading role in Brownson's

thought was states' rights. From 1828-61 Brownson held that

states were individually sovereign, and although he personaly

disapproved of slavery he was an enthusiastic and outspoken
41

supporter of John C. Calhoun's states' rights theory. He shifted

his political philosophy, however, in response to the Civil War.

Brownson had never thought the South would actually quit the

Union, but when the unthinkable happened he almost immediately

became outspoken in his call for the immediate emancipation of all

slaves and a vigorous prosecution of the war, even suggesting that

the North should arm the slaves so that they might carry the fight
42

to the haoes of the rebels. Meanwhile, he modified his political

philosophy, strengthening its organic structure. He still
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believed that sovereignty resided in the states, but now only in

the states united. Brownson did not link this change in any way

to Darwinism, but his denial that the Confederate states could

ever constitute a valid government was another example of his

denial of self-development.

Related to Brownson's stance on states' rights and slavery

was his stance on the unity of the human species. Here again,

political concerns played a formative role in his thought.

Religious concerns were important too, for Brownson observed that

"all that has hitherto been regarded as distinctively Christian,

would have no meaning if the unity of the human race were not a
43

truth." What made his monogenist views novel, though, was their

political meaning to him. He stated that one of the "grand"

errors of the Greco-Roman civilization had been "its denial or

ignorance of the unity of the human race." Since Brownson

believed that the rights of society were founded on the unity of

man, the United States, whose providential mission it was "to

continue and ccmplete in the political order the Greco-Rcman
44

civilization," had to eliminate slavery and uphold the solidarity

of the human species. This belief took on added significance in

the context of the Civil War, since Brownson asserted that it was

the South that tended to individualism and to overlook the unity
45

of man.

The political importance Brownson attached to the question of

man's unity as a species explains his continued efforts to refute

the arguments of polygenists. In a short critique of Darwinism
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which came in a review of Lyell's Antiquity of Man in July 1863,

he denied that man developed from animals or that environmental

changes modified "the specific human type," and he also declared

that the Negro "is a man no less than Sir Charles Lyell
46

himself ... ." Furthermore, in the same issue of his quarterly (in

a review of Charles L. Brace's The Races of the Old World), he

thanked Brace for upholding the unity of mankind, and he explained

that savages were evidence of the Fall or degradation of man and
47

not evidence of a primitive condition from which man developed.

Brownson's last comments on science before he stopped

publishing his journal came in January 1864 in a review of David

Ansted's book The Great Stone Book of Nature (1863). Once again

Brownson made it clear that the unity of the species was an issue

where science had to bow before religion: "Now, in this case,"

Brownson cautioned, "we contend that revelation, sustained by

incontestable historical documents, gives the law to the

scientific... and as this unequivocally teaches the unity of the
48

race, the scientific cannot deny it." Otherwise he adopted a

conciliatory tone towards scientists, praising them for their

great discoveries and valuable correctives to ancient science and

recognmz..4 their right to rely on their own laws and logical

conclusions.

I shall conclude this section on Brownson's early reaction to

Darwinism by comparing and contrasting it with Walworth's

reaction. Both men accepted geology's findings on the high

antiquity of the earth, but while Walworth, as an amateur
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geologist, found physical evidence sufficiently conclusive,

Brownson qualified his acceptance, stating he did not hold this
49

view "precisely for geological reasons." More inportantly, both

men accepted the independence of s%ience from Church domination.

For Walworth geology was a lifetime passion; it is understandable

that he would recognize the need for a social space in which

scientists and Christians could experiment and theorize without

having their work or views subjected to religious litmus tests.

Brownson also conceded that scientists should enjoy some autonany,

and that revelation is only a helpful assistant, not a dictator,

but there were cases for both men when religion had to dictate to

science, and one of these was Darwinism.

As we have seen, both me. rejected Darwinism, and their

motivations for doing so reveal the diversity of the American

Catholic response to Darwinism. Walworth invoked the authority of

science; he trotted out Lyell and Agassiz and atteapted to locate

Darwin in a fringe element where Biblical literalists resided.

Brownson, as I have shown, rejected Darwinism because it promoted

individualism and self-development, which were inconsistent with

his politics and epistemology. This is not to say that Brownson

did not condemn Darwinism for its atheistic reliance on secondary

causes or for its inplications concerning the Catholic dogma, for

he did. Even so, his response was largely determined by his

belief that America was not a '"echanical aggregation" of

individuals and that her government was not comparable to the

English antagonistic model; rather, America was an organism of
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unified states and her government drew its authority and

inspiration fran an unwritten, providential constitution that went

hand-in-hand with the supernatural mission of the Catholic church.
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American Catholics and Evolution: 1865-70

So far, this thesis has depicted American Catholic responses

to evolutionary theories through 1864 with a special emphasis on

the views of two prominent Catholics: Brownson and Walworth. This

section reviews the response of Catholics to evolution from 1865-

70. Throughout this period, Brownson's writings contained

comments on evolution, and from 1865 until November 1869 he

largely determined American Catholic reactions to evolution.

On 8 December 1864, Pope Pius IX issued the encyclical Quanta

cura with its attached "Syllabus of Errors." The Syllabus listed

eighty erroneous statements condremned by the Church, with the last

statement condemning the view that, "The Roman Pontiff can and

ought to reconcile himself to, and agree with, progress,
1

liberalism, and civilization as lately introduced." Liberals in

the Church were dismayed. Montalembert wrote Brownson on 17

December that "all the most glorious or hopeful (Catholic] names

of the present day have been more or less excorunTicated, just
2

like you and me," and among the names he listed was the German

liberal Johann Joseph Ignaz von Dollinger, who later was
3

excoamnicated by the archbishop of Munich in 1871. Brownson

chose to conform to the Pope's ruling, and he abandoned his

attempt to adapt the Church's message to the "spirit" of the age

and quickly became a staunch conservative. From 1865 on,

Brownson's writings on science and its relation to faith became

increasingly shrill. Despite his claims to the contrary, he began

to see only an antagonistic relationship between faith and
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science, with faith ruling and controlling science.

Lacking his own personal forun in which he could air his

views, Brownson wrote articles for Catholic World, Ave Maria, and

the New York Tablet. The Catholic World was founded as a monthly

periodical by Isaac Hecker, who served as its chief editor, in

April 1865, and it was originally planned as a vehicle thrcugh

which articles of interest to Azerican Catholic readers could be

reprinted from other journals and disseminated. The first few

articles that appear in Catholic World that touch on evolution are

reprints from foreign journals, hence to use these articles as a

measure of the American Catholic response to evolution is

problematic. However, based on the evidence of three articles

reprinted in Catholic World in 1865, Morrison asserted that "the

initial Catholic reaction was varied and, on the whole, tolerant."

He singled out one article as being moderate since its author

recammended that the Church should "show great tolerance toward

sciences which are still in their infancy, which require their
4

elbows free for development.... " Morrison failed to mntion that

this same author warned Catholics to avoid "all theories or

hypotheses which do not agree with the sacred text" and that

"every assertion which would be contrary to the clear and certain
5

sense of a passage in it should ... be rejected as untrue."

Morrison also failed to indicate that this article was a

translation of a book review that had appeared in a French

journal. He later quoted another author as having a tolerant

attitude towards Darwinism, but again he failed to note that the
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6
article was reprinted fran The London Ouarterlv Review

My goal here is not only to refute Morrison's claim that the

Catholic reaction to evolution in 1865-66 was "reasonably

tolerant" and that Brownson was chiefly to blame for its

increasingly harsh tone in 1867 and later, but also to question

his methodology. The reprinted articles he cites obviously have

same value, for their contents must have been reviewed by Hecker

or Hewit, but to assert that they represent a tolerant American
7

reaction to evolution is dubious. In writing this paper, I have

disregarded articles reprinted fran foreign journals to

concentrate on original writings by American Catholics. Fran 1865

to late 1869, though, Brownson wrote all of the articles in

Catholic World that discussed at any length Darwinism or other

evolutionary theories.

While Brownson played the leading role in the American

Catholic response to evolution, he was not the only actor on the

stage. The Baltimore Catholic Mirror published two articles from

1865-66 which included comments on Darwinism. The first article

was reprinted fran the London Universe, but the second was an

original piece on scepticism in which the author portrayed

Darwinism as a form of atanism, saying the "absurdity of this

theory is transparent" since if "chance" could have improved a

tadpole into a nan, as Darwin claimed, then "the same chance would
8

still continue to iprove him until he would become a God."

Another source that included references - although scattered

and infrequent - to evolution was the published sermns of the
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Paulists. Hewit had exclaimed in a sermon in 1864 that "Of what

use is it to reason ... on God and immortality with one who traces
9

his descent from the ape and the oyster?" while the Paulist Alfred

Young declaimed on 17 June 1866 against the arrogance of a science
10

that would deny the unity of the human species.

My point is that Catholics in the 1860s believed that

scepticism and irreligion pervaded America, that this atheistic

trend had had its origin in the Protestant Reformation, and that

the so-called progress of their age was only the advance of this

heresy. Most of these Catholics also ignored Darwin, Spencer, and

other evolutionists; the "heretics" they most often mentioned were

religious ones: Protestants, Spiritualists, "higher" critics of

Scripture such as Theodore Parker in America and David F. Strauss
11

in Germany who denied Christ's divinity; the list went on. One

Catholic author in 1867 tallied the nunber of Spiritualists,

Urnitarians, Universalists, Jews, and Infidels and Skeptics in

America and arrived at a total of 10,376,000 unbelievers, or, as

he alarmingly exclaimed, nearly one-third of the nation's total
12

population.

Religious heresy was not the only problem these Catholics

identified. The press, the schools, the Congress - in other

words, practically all societal institutions - were denounced by

Catholics for de-esphasizing or abandoning God. Society seemed to

be placing its faith not in God but in materialism and

consumerism, and science came under some scrutiny by Catholics

since it was often cited in the press as the exemplar and chief
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source of progress and materialist theories.

I disagree, then, with Morrison's claim that Brownson was

chiefly to blame for the increasingly harsh tone of an initially

euphonious Catholic response. Instead, I believe that Brownson,

who had already rejected Darwinism because of its political

inplications, was only the loudest voice in an already

conservative Catholic choir that he had only recently rejoined.

This anti-evolutionary hymn was loudly sung by Catholic

World. Fran 1865 through April 1873, comments in its pages on

evolution not attributable to Brownson were negative as well. For

example, Hewit in 1866 dismissed the idea that God could only act

directly in nature at genesis, afterwards acting only through

previously created secondary causes, as "the sheerest assunption."

Besides, he continued, "eminent men in modern physical science
13

maintain the theory of successive creations." Another negative

reference came in an anonymous book review, in which the book's

author was criticized because his theory opened the way to
14

Darwinism.

However, this is not to say that the:e were no views

expressed by American Catholics that were friendly to science; a

review of J.W. Draper's A Text Book on Physiology in July 1866 in
15

Catholic World stated that

Catholicity courts scientific investigation and verification
in every department of inquiry, and delights to honor all men
who devote their lives to thesc self-denying labors. There
is... a sanctity of science. Science inevitably tends toward
religion, and is the most powerful safeguard of society and
civilization uext to religion.

The reviewer here was anonymous, but it was probably Hecker, since
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he believed that genuine scientific discoveries necessarily

confirmed the teachings of the Church and that "The progress of

modern science and thought is unconsciously preparing the way for
16

the triumph of Catholic truth."

Brownson, though, did not share Hecker's optimistic outlook
17

on science. His outlook may be termed Cassandra-like, warning

people that if they "confine their thoughts and wishes to the low

sphere of naturalism.... they will soon cease to aspire, lose

sight of the ideal, became gross and material, as incurious and as
18

unprogressive as the savage." One aspect of naturalism for

Brownson was the idea of development, and again and again he

denied that development could lead to the creation of anything

new. Echoing Walworth, Brownson explained that if species do

appear successively, "they are only the successive manifestations
19

of the original creative act...."

With regards to science, Brownson discarded the conciliatory

tone he had adopted in the early 1860s and asserted that the

Church was the lawgiver for the sciences, and that she had to

restrict the liberty of scientists since they "degrade human

nature and abase the dignity of reason by theories that deprive
20

man of his humanity...." Scientists, he warned, were using their

science to daminate and supplant faith, and in a revealing letter
21

to Hecker he asks why Catholics have not mounted a counterattack:

Why do not the Jesuits take up these great questions that the
Savants are grappling with, master them, and refute the
scientific infidels on their own ground? Are they overawed
by great names? Have they no confidence in faith? Is their
own physical science of the same character?... If I were not
more than fifty I would try & master the so-called sciences,
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and expose them.

If nothing else one has to admire Brownson's spirit.

With regards to evolution, Brownson raised two interesting

arguments in 1867, one against Darwinism, the other against

evolutionary theories in general. In the former argument, he

suggested that man's soul enabled him "to resist... the chemical

and other natural laws which act on animals, plants, and
22

unorganized matter." Alfred Russell Wallace had made a similar

argunent against Darwinism in 1864, but for Wallace it was man's

unique intellect that removed man's body from the otherwise

universal action of natural selection. In the latter argument,

Brou- an quoted Scripture to show that evolution, which postulated

an ascent of species from sinpler to more complex forms,

contradicted the Bible's message that a descent from high to low,

or fran heaven to earth, must always precede an ascent from low to
23

high.

Other Catholic intellectuals also expressed theological

reservations about evolution. A doctrine of paramunt irrportance

to Catholics is Apostolic succession: the idea that the spiritual

authority and power which Christ originally gave the Apostles has

been passed on through the centuries in the Catholic clergy.

Brownson succinctly expressed this doctrine in 1857 when he
24

explained that

The life of the church now is identically the life of the
church in the first age, by virtue of an uninterrupted
cammunion with the apostles. Each successive generation
cammunes with its predecessor, and derives its life from it.

Evolution, though, inplied a discontinuity in the Apostolic
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succession, or at least it undermined the analogy theologians

sometimes made between the constancy of generation in the natural

world and its continuity in the supernatural Church. Newman

himself wrote to Walworth in 1866 that, "None but an infallible

authority can separate Apostolical tradition from hereditary

beliefs, and till this is done, we must be at sea how to think and
25

how to speak."

If one undermined the principle that like produces like in

the natural world, then, one also potentially undermined

Apostolic succession, the doctrine on which the Church based its

authority. Even mare: one also undermined an analogy between the

filiation of a son to his father and the filiation of Christ to
26

God. As Hewit explained:

the law of generation in the physical world... represents
som divine and eternal principle... Man generates the image
of himself, in his son, who is ... similar and equal to
himself in his rational nature. As St. Paul says, the
principle of this paternity must be in God, and must
therefore be in him essential and eternal.

In other words, Christ, as God's son, is distinct and equal to God

because God (and therefore man) reproduces the image of Himself.

Let me emphasize that evolutionary theories did not directly

contradict the doctrines of Apostolic succession and the Trinity,

but by undermining natural analogies upon which they drew support

these theories were perceived as being fraught with peril by

theologians.

I shall conclude this section on the views of Amrican

Catholics with respect to evolution from 1865-70 by discussing a

series of three articles (totalling forty-nine pages) on "The
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Immutability of the Species" which appeared in Catholic World
27

between November 1869 and February 1870. These articles,

ostensibly forming a review of evolutionary theories in Darwin's

origin, his Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestication

(1868), and Spencer's Principles of Bioloq (1864), actually

developed an alternative theory that animals and plants had

degenerated in nature's realm since the Creation, and that

"favorable modifications" were actually reversions to the perfect

type.

The author of these articles was unidentified in Catholic

World, but evidence suggests that it was James Keogh (1834-70), an
28

Irish-born American priest who was a friend of Hecker. Keogh's

life exenplified the dictuzn that the candle that burns twice as

bright lasts half as long. With his parents Keogh emigrated to

America in 1841, settling in Pittsburgh, and Bishop O'Connor soon

recognized that he had a prodigy in his diocese. Sent to Rome at

age sixteen, Keogh earned doctorates in philosophy (1851) and

theology (1855) from the College of the Propaganda in Rome, with

his defense of the latter being witnessed and commended by the

Pope. He was ordained on 5 August 1856, after which he returned

to Pittsburgh. In 1857 he became professor of dogmatic theology

at St. Michael's Seminary in Glenwood, Pennsylvania, and in 1863

he became president of the sae. He also edited the Pittsburgh

Catholic, the diocese newspaper, from 1863-65, but differences

over the managemnt of the seminary and the editorial policy of
29

the newspaper caused him to resign both positions in 1865. He
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then lectured in theology at St. Charles Seminary, Philadelphia,

and edited the Philadelphia Catholic Standard (1866-68), but ill-

health forced him to retire to Pittsburgh in 1868. In his forced

retirement Keogh occupied his free time by writing articles for

Catholic World until his death on 10 July 1870.

Accustaned as we are to evolutionary theories, Keogh's theory

may seem bizarre. However, to a Catholic in 1869 it appeared to

be a viable alternative to evolution. God, Keogh explained,

created perfect types, and these were not Platonic ideas but real

individual prototypes of species which were "fully and
30

proportionately developed." Furthermore, God did not create

mature individuals but one cell (or perhaps two, Keogh suggested,

one for each sex) for each type or species. These cells then

developed under the operation of natural laws, the process of

development being predetermined in the creation, formation, or

existence of the cells. In nature, individuals were subject to a

close-ended, cyclical process of degeneration and reversion.

Natural selection, in turn, tended to preserve those rganisms

which varied the least, since by Keogh's definition variation was

maladaptive. The true struggle in nature, then, was against

degeneration, which resulted fran unfavorable action of the

elerents, such as environmental conditions, and fram variations.

Reversions, soretimes large ones, occurred under favorable
31

conditions such as those that existed under domestication.

Keogh, then, denied the entire concept of progress by

evolution and proposed his own theory, which he felt was superior
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to evolution on at least two counts. Evolution, he explained,

relied on occult concepts of nature striving, of "aptitudes" in

nature. Degeneration and reversion, though, were purely physical

processes. In addition, he felt reversion better explained the

correlation of parts in an organism. Evolution, he observed, had

to posit that an evolved part was correlated to another part not
32

yet in existence, a logical inconsistency which reversion avoided.

Although Keogh refuted Darwin's and Spencer's evolutionary

theories, he nonetheless admired Darwin for his "great ingenuity

and vast research" and applauded Darwin and Spencer for their
33

"great services to the cause of science." He also displayed a

thorough familiarity with the scientific literature, and

conspicuously absent frcm his writings were references to Catholic

theology or to God as the Divine Architect. In brief, Keogh was

not an enemy of science as Brownson had became, and he did what

Brownison said he himself was too old to try: he studied natural

history and refuted scientists on their own ground. Brownson was

greatly imfpressed, explaining that Keogh had shown that evolution

"is but a reversion to the original type and condition, in like

minner as we have proved.., that the savage is the degenerate,

not the primeval .mn.... [A]s a theory... [it] is far better

sustained by well-known facts and incontrovertible principles than
34

either the theory of development or of natural selection."

At the close of 1870, American Catholics learned frcm the

pages of Catholic World that evolutionary theories had been

debunked. Within months, however, Mivart's On the Genesis of
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Species (1871) proclaimed that evolution, to include nan's body,

was caopatible with Catholicism, and Darwin's Descent of Man

(1871) extended the efficacy of evolution to nan's ethics and

soul, prcmpting a new debate within the American Catholic

comnmity. One result of this debate was that in May 1873

Catholic World published, for the first time, an article that

advised American Catholics that they could, as Catholics, accept

some tenets of evolution.
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American Catholics and Evolution: 1871-75

By the early 1870s, a major portion of the American

scientific commuwnity had been converted to sone evolutionary

theory, usually either Darwinism, neo-Lamarckism, or Spencerism.

Inheritance of acquired characters and environmental influences

were favorite modifications of Darwin's theory for those who

balked at natural selection, since they carried with them the

concept of directionality, which was somewhat reniniscent of

natural theology in that God could be thought of as the director.

Edward Drinker Cope and Alpheus Hyatt were the foremst proponents

of neo-Lamarckism in America. Spencer's popularity in America was

partly attributable to his faith in progress and his espousal of
1

individualism, which complimented America's vision of itself.

John Fiske, Spencer's leading disciple, explained that Spencer had

discovered "the fundamental law of human evolution.., which is

found to explain alike all the phenomena of man's history and all
2

those of external nature." Briefly, Spencer held that the

universe was evolving from an unstable homogeneity to a more

stable heterogeneity, and that God, or rather same higher Power

manifested by the universe, was inscrutable. Spencer's ideas were

spread even further by Edward Livingston Youmans, another disciple

of Spencer whose Popular Science Monthly (begun in 1872) served as

a mouthpiece for evolution. Youirmns was both preaching evolution

to the popular audience for science in America and trying to

increase the authority of evolution by enlarging this audience.

As the popularity and prestige of evolutionary theories shot-up in
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the public mind these theories began to challenge the status and

authority of Church teachings.

Three books published in 1871 marked a new phase in the

evolutionary debate in America. The first book was Mivart's
3

Genesis of Species. Mivart, an English Jesuit biologist who was

close friends with Huxley, taught that the general theory of

evolution was "perfectly consistent with [the] strictest and most
4

orthodox Christian theology." Mivart demoted the inportance of

Darwinism in his book, stating that natural selection acted during

evolution but played only a supporting role, and this devaluation

stemmed from his conviction (formed in 1868) that man's intellect

and ability to make ethical judgments were unaccountable by
5

natural selection. Mivart suggested that a force internal to

organisms was a great, and perhaps the main, determining agent in

evolution, and that this internal force or tendency interfered

with, cooperated with, and controlled the action of external

conditions. This internal power, upon stimulation by external

forces, caused saltations: that is, evolution progressed by large,

sudden changes, not minute and gradual changes as Darwin had

posited. Mivart could not isolate or identify this internal power

or innate tendency, but he made it clear that it worked by design

and that it was explicable by natural laws yet undiscovered. To

Catholics the most radical part of his theory was his claim that

evolution was derivative creation by God, that is, that evolution

was God's method of creating specific organic forns by and through

natural laws, a claim he sunported by quoting St. Augustine, St.
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Thomas Aquinas and Francisco Suarez. He stunned Catholics further

by asserting that man's body had evolved from lower species.

A most enlightening episode was Huxley's reaction to Mivart's

claim that the teachings of Suarez were consistent with evolution.

One might have predicted that Huxley would have been delighted to

accept his friend's claim, but instead he plunged into a study of
7

Catholic theology, that "great Proteus" as he termed it, and

concluded that Suarez actually opposed evolution. But why would

Huxley passionately deny the claim that evolution was reconcilable

with Church teachings? Because the Catholic church was his

bogeyman - "that vigorous and consistent enemy of the highest
8

intellectual, moral, and social life of mankind" - which he called

forth to alert audiences to the dangers religion held for science.

He could not sanction Catholic tolerance since the Church as

bogeyman was an essential part of his overt attenpt not just to

secularize science but to undermine religious authority in all
9

realms of thought. It will be shown later in this section that

other evolutionists besides Huxley viewed the Church as the enemy

of science.

In contrast to most evolutionists, Mivart saw evolution as

the natural action of God in nature, a force that underlaid nature

and worked for harmony, intelligence, and progress in nature. But

while he accepted evolution, even making man's body subject to its

action, he denied that non's soul or that man's ethics and noble

qualities were products of evolution. Darwin, however, made no

such qualifications in his Descent of Man. He took a
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thoroughgoing biological approach to every aspect of human life,

suggesting that man's mral sense, and even his soul, were

products of natural selection, and that man's mental qualities

differed only in degree, not in kind, with lower animals. Perhaps

the mst shocking assertion in the Descent to Catholics, though,

was Darwin's claim that man's religious devotion to God was

analogous to a dog's "religious" devotion to its master.

The third key book published in 1871 was James McCosh's

Christianity and Positivism. McCosh, the president of the College

of New Jersey (later Princeton), was the first prominent

Protestant leader to accept evolution. In his book, McCosh

asserted that Christians could accept evolutionary theories

without discarding their belief in God as creator and ultimate

designer. He agreed with Mivart that man's soul was created by

God and that man's intellect was different in kind from lower

animals, but he could not decide if man's body had evolved or if

it had been created by God. To sumrize, 1871 saw the genesis of

a new intellectual climate for debates on evolution in America,

one in which esteemed Catholic and Protestant intellectuals had

given the green light to their fellow Christians to adopt some

aspects of evolution, and one where it had been suggested that

man's soul and even man's belief in God were merely products of

natural selection.

American Catholics were seemingly in no hurry to becme

acclimatized, however. In the few cmmients on evolution contained

in the Baltimre Catholic Mirror from 1871-75, Darwinism was
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depicted as being injurious to social order and political

stability, and Darwin, Huxley and "the modern school of

scientists" were identified as being teachers of "advanced
10

atheism." The pages of Catholic World remained remarkably quiet

on the subject of evolution from March 1870 to May 1873, a lull

probably attributable to the staying power of Keogh's refutation

of evolution, but by May 1873 an article appeared on "The

Evolution of Life" in Catholic World which reviewed Mivart's and
ii

Darwin's theories. The anonymous author of this piece first

proclaimed that Mivart had "dealt his [Darwin's] theory blows from

which it will not recover," and that many DaLwinian enthusiasts,

Huxley for one, supported Darwinism for the service it rendered to

their efforts to disintegrate Christian societies. On balance,

though, the author was sympathetic to evolution, advising

Catholics that they could accept Darwinism or other evolutionary

theories, as long as they remembered that the creation of the soul

by God was "an absolute scientific certainty," that man's moral

nature and intellect were not explicable by evolution, and that

the teachings of Darwin and Mivart with respect to nun's body were
12

"probably next to heretical."

"The Evolution of Life," by affirming (with same caveats)

that the theory of evolution was compatible with Catholicism,

represented a significant departure fran all previous American

Catholic responses to evolution, and it was probably not

coincidental that it was published after Brownson had split with

Hecker and Catholic World and revived his own Review, the first
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issue of which came out in January 1873. If Brownson had still

been with Catholic World, he probably would have reviewed Mivart's

and Darwin's books, just as he had previously reviewed McCosh's
13

book. In his absence, another author was called upon, and the

result indicates that some Catholics in America were becoming

lukewarm supporters of same aspects of evolution by 1873. But it

also appears that the Paulist editors of Catholic World soon

decided that this article was a mistake, perhaps because of the

sharp rebuke it received at Brownson's hands in the July edition

of his Review, where he thundered that natural selection and

evolution "[are] irredeemably false, and are to be as
14

unqualifiedly condetned as any erroneous theories ever broached."

The quotations from Augustine, Aquinas and Suarez that Mivart

claimed were consistent with evolution had not been fairly made,

Brownson continued, and from his own reading of Augustine Brownson

stated that Augustine clearly taught that species did not cae to

exist by derivative creation but by the primary or direct creative

act of God. Furthermore, Brownson warned, Catholics were not free

to adopt evolutionary theories even if they had been supported by
15

one of the Church Fathers.

Catholic World recanted its fleetingly brief lapse into

liberalism in a review of Darwin's The Expressions of the Eotions
16

in Man and Animals in August. The author of this review (not the

same author who wrote May's piece, the editors made clear)

admitted that there was a germ of truth in the theory of

evolution, but he then asserted that most theologians agreed that
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the principal species of the animal kingdom had been directly

created by God. While the author of the May article had depicted
17

Darwin as a gentlenn, this latest author depicted Darwin as one

of those men "too proud to listen to God's Word," an almost

demonic figure who "sometimes assumes the garment of light, and
18

puts on an appearance of virtue." Although this review was not

entirely negative, it abandoned the softer tone and tolerant

attitude which typified the May article.

This hasty return to conservatism was solidified in 1874 and

1875 in response to the publication of John Tyndall's Belfast

address and John William Draper's History of the Conflict between
19

Religion and Science. Both Tyndall and Draper advanced the same

thesis: that science throughout history had had to fight against

the tyranny and pious superstition of the Catholic church.

Draper's book was particularly popular, passing through eight
20

editions between 1875-77, a record of publication which only

disheartened Catholics further, with the following quotation from

Catholic World exemplifying Catholic exasperation: "we infer that

men's minds are sadly diseased when they take pleasure in what is

so hollow, false, and shallow as Dr. Draper's latest edition to
21

anti-Catholic literature." Catholics saw themselves besieged, and

Brownson was not alone in his cry that "the enemies of the church

are now waging their war against her for her extermination under
22

the mask of science...."

The strident, anti-Catholic rhetoric that typified the

polemics of same scientists - most notably Huxley and Draper - was
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part of a larger effort by these men to expunge religious concerns

fram scientific theorizing and to organize and professionalize
23

their discipline. As they sought to determine their own goals and

methods of inquiry independent from religion, they defined biology

"as a value-neutral but inherently progressive" science that "was
24

beyond the realm of criticism on extrascientific grounds." They

singled out the Catholic church for particular opprobriun since it

was the low risk (in that the Church had strong opponents and a

scmewhat unfavorable public image in England and America), high

profile (in that the Church was the epitome of a conservative,

dogmatic, hierarchical institution) target they needed to portray

to the public, in the sharpest contrast possible, the supposed

inpossibility of pursuing science freely without an utter

separation between science and religion.

The Church's withdrawal into conservatism, driven by the

Pope's political problem in Italy and the corrosion of Church

authority and influence in intellectual circles outside the

Church, lent credence to this portrayal. The reaffirmation of the

Syllabus of Errors and the definition of Papal Infallibility at

Vatican I in 1870 closed liberal avenues to Catholics and provoked

criticism of the Church's reactionary posture by non-Catholics and

Catholics. However, the anti-Catholic declarations of scientists

such as Draper and the use of evolution "as a weapon of offence by
25

irreligious writers" against Catholics (mst blatantly in Germany

in the Kulturkanvf between Bismarck and the Jesuits) convinced

Catholics that the Church's posture was justified. This
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conviction was exemplified in a lecture on science and religion

given in 1875 by Father F.P. Garesche, a Jesuit professor at St.

Louis University. Scientists, Garesche agreed, were "wonderfully

a unit against revealed religion... [And] as regards dogmas...
26

they regard then with ill-concealed scorn."

This conflict between Catholics and some scientists

transcended mere rhetoric. As I have noted, scientists rejected

the authority of religion in order to secure both credibility for

their own methods and their positions and prestige in society. On

the other side, conservative Catholics attempted to stigmatize

scientists with odious, even infernal, names, and they played up

the scientists' anti-Catholic rhetoric to inflame Catholic opinion

against science, thereby strengthening the cohesiveness of the

Church in the face of scientific theories which these

conservatives believed clearly contravened Church dogma. Brownson

in particular adopted this strategy, warning Catholics that the

greatest danger to Catholic unity resided in the Church and

admicnishing them "to make no corcrases, and seek no alien

alliances" with scientists, since even scientists such as Asa

Gray, who admitted no discrepancy between science and religiun,
27

did so to allay popular prejudice against science.

But while it is important to recognize the genuine conflict

that existed between Catholicism and certain scientists in the

nineteenth century and the purposes to which this conflict was

put, it is equally important to recognize that Catholicism and

science harmoniously coexisted in the lives of Catholics such as
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Walworth and Mivart. Moreover, Catholics at times went out of

their way to prove that science thrived under Catholicism.

Wiseman's lecture on science and religion, originally delivered

before the Catholic Literary Association at Leeds, England, in

1853, was republished in 1876 to deonstrate that "Science has

nowhere flourished more, or originated more sublime or useful

discoveries, than where it has been pursued under the influence of
28

the Catholic religion." In effect, Catholics asserted that it was

not the Church that squelched science, but it was science that

squelched the contributions of Catholicism to science.

By the close of 1875 American Catholics struggled as much

against the anti-Catholic polemics of Draper, Huxley, and Tyndall

as they did against their evolutionary theories. Lacking

representation within the scientific ccmunity and an intellectual

elite educated in science, American Catholics could not influence

the discourse on evolution within or without the scientific

cmmrity, and they could only decry (or exploit) depictions of

their Church as an opponent engaged in an apocalyptic struggle

against science. Fran the sidelines Catholics heartily applauded
29

Charles Hodge's terse conclusion that Darwinism was atheism, and

their suspicions about the foul motives of scientists only grew

stronger as scientists vehemently criticized the Church and as

Catholic polemicists dismissed Darwin, Spencer, Tyndall and Huxley

as atheists.
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Conclusion

In general, American Catholic responses to evolutionary

theories were infrequent and negative. They came infrequently

because American Catholic intellectuals were either preoccupied

with parish and missionary duties or illiterate in science, or

both; because Catholic representation in the American scientific

community was negligible and Catholic university education

nonexistent in America; and because science was not considered to

be necessary or effective as a bulwark to Catholic theology. They

were negative because the Pope condemned liberalism, thereby

ensuring the ascendancy of conservatism in the Church; because

Catholics were anxious about the growing secularism and

materialism of American life, and fearful that evolutionary

theories contributed to this growth; because theologians believed

that evolutionary theories subverted Church authority by

corrupting analogies Catholics made between inheritance in nature

and Apostolic succession; and because conservative Catholics

strategically enployed the rhetoric of warfare against scientists

to strengthen their hold over the Church and to stifle compronises

between Catholicism and evolution.

Orestes Brownson was the most influential, and after 1864 the

most conservative, translator of evolutionary theories for

American Catholics. His caricatures of these theories were easily

grasped and readily accepted by an audience poorly versed in the

sciences, and his strong objections to more moderate depictions of

these theories reinforced Catholic convictions that evolution was
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scientifically untenable and diametrically opposed to Catholic

theology. However, Brownson's repudiation of evolution must be

understood in terms of his political theory, which denigrated

individualism and denied that governments were self-developing or

evolutionary constructs.

Clarence Walworth's brusque dismissal of Darwin's theory

highlighted a cammn belief held by American Catholics that

Darwin's Origin was not a particularly relevant work. The curt,

negative criticisms of Darwinism by Walworth, Brownson, and other

American Catholics were in stark contrast to the detailed and, on

the whole, less condeinatory responses of English Catholics. For

exaziple, while the English Catholic press generated two lengthy

and able reviews of the Origin within a few months of its
1

publication, the American Catholic press waited ten years before

publishing its own review, and even then the reviewer devoted his

efforts almost exclusively to developing a new theory designed to

overturn evolutionary theories. This disparity in interest and

intent between the two Catholic conmmities suggests that while

one might be justified in concentrating strictly on responses to

Darwin's Origin among nonscientific audiences in England, where

Darwin's influence was considerable, one iust adopt a wider

perspective in America or else risk inflating Darwin's inportance

and slighting topics of greater relevance to nonscientific

audiences in America. These topics would include political

controversies such as states' rights and scientific controversies

such as disputes over the origin of the races of nun and the age
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of the earth. In this wider context, Darwin's Origin was sinply

perceived by American Catholics (and American Protestants for that
2

ratter) to be of minor significance. Thus Walworth framed his

views on development in nature in response to polygenist, not

evolutionary, theories, while Brownson's writings that bore on

evolution were permeated with comments on slavery, states' rights,

the South's individualistic tendency, and other issues that

reflected a distinctly American clirate.

Insights are also gained by canparing American Catholic

responses to their Protestant counterparts. Jon Roberts has shown

that from 1859-75, American Protestants criticized evolution

mostly on scientific rather than theological grounds, since they

believed that evolutionary theories had to be spurious

interpretations of nature, given that science necessarily
3

confirmed theology. However, American Catholics criticized

evolution more on theological and metaphysical rather than

scientific grounds. These disparate approaches reflected

fundamental differences between Catholicism and Protestantism.

Catholic theology was Thomist, emphasizing rigor, logic,

certainty; science played essentially no role here. In contrast,

Protestant theology was based more on camon-sense realism and
4

reverent studies of nature. Catholics and Protestants spoke

different languages in which different stresses were laid on the

role and value of science.

This disparity in the main thrust of American Catholic and

Protestant criticisms of evolution also stenned from sharply
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different levels of scientific expertise possessed by the two

commnities. Walworth's efforts exemplified this major

difference. His Gentle Skeptic was the first book-length study of

the religion-science relationship written by a Catholic in English

since Wiseman's study twenty-seven years earlier, and like

Wiseman, Walworth never updated later editions of his book. These

Catholic works were merely forays in science campared to the

sustained efforts of Protestants such as Edward Hitchcock and Hugh

Miller, and again this demonstrated the subordinate role science

played in Catholic thought. Catholics rarely sought evidence from

nature since they had the Church Fathers and the infallible

authority of the Church to interpret Scripture for them. Brownson

for one affirmed that natural theology had no value for Catholic
5

faith. In addition, the reader will recall that most American

Catholic intellectuals who wrote on evolution were, like Walworth,

converts from Protestantism. While Walworth's efforts were hardly

exceptional in a Protestant context, where his sermons on the

sacredness of science and the book of nature were typical of the

natural theology tradition of Protestantism, this very typicality

in a Protestant context was the source of Walworth's uniqueness in

a radically different American Catholic context.

This thesis terminates with the year 1876, the year of

Brownson's death, Huxley's triuyzphant lecture tour of America, and

the consigrnent of Draper's Conflict to the Index by the Church.

The following years saw many triurThs for science and a neo-

Thcmist revival by Pope Leo XIII in 1879. This reactionary
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revival of Thcnist philosophy solidified the impression pramted

by Draper, Huxley and others that Catholics qua Catholics were

enemies of modern science and the modern age. This inpression

lives on in the literature on evolution, where American Catholic

responses are often sunmrized by referring solely to the strident

anti-evolution and anti-science rhetoric of Brownson. But there

was a great deal more to American Catholic responses than the

post-1864 extremism of Brownson, and it is the hope of the present

author that the reader has been convinced that a confluence of

concerns and mtivations which reflected a distinctly American and

American Catholic intellectual climate underlay the negative

responses of American Catholics to evolution.
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